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ABSTRACT . 

The amplification mechanism of two types of electron-heam parametric 

amplifiers is investigated. The first type is an electrostatically-fo¬ 

cused amplifier; the second one is a space-charge wave amplifier which 

uses resonant cavities for fast-wave coupling. In both cases a small- 

signal approximation is made and the only effects considered are those 

of the signal, idler and pump frequencies. 

ELECTROSTATICALLY FOCUSED PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

It has been shown that the transverse motion of the electrons in an 

electrostatically-focused helicoidal electron beam can be expressed as a 

fast and a slow wave. As is the case for ordinary fast and slow space- 

charge waves (or fast and slow cyclotron waves), the fast electrostatic 

wave carries positive power, and the slow electrostatic wave carries 

negative power. The electrostatic parametric amplifier consists of input 

and output couplers separated by an amplifying section. Although this 

device is similar to the Adler-type amplifier, it has the particular ad¬ 

vantage that no magnetic field is required. 

It is shown in this report that the pump frequency is given by 

o>p = (2 + p/y?) ûüs where œp is the pump frequency, cog the signal 

frequency, and p the number of azimuthal variations of the pump elec¬ 

tric field. The rf pumping of the electron beam gives rise to an expo¬ 

nential growth of the radial motion, at the signal frequency, of an 

electron. And it is shown that when all the electrons are taken into 

account gain is obtained. 

Thus an electrostatic parametric amplifier was designed and built 

for the case where the pump frequency is twice the signal frequency. 

SPACE-CHARGE WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

It can be shown that when the transit time through particular types 

of resonant cavities is properly chosen, interaction, between the cavity 

and the beam, will be only with the fast space-charge wave. Hence, with 

proper loading, all the energy can be transferred from the fast space- 

charge wave to the cavity and its load. 
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It has been shovn that if the electron beam is pumped with an rf 

field an exponential growth of the signal, can be obtained; this, however, 

introduces unwanted coupling to higher frequencies. An alternative ap¬ 

proach, which can lead to amplification without growing waves, is utilized 

in this report. The pump is used to vary the electronic reactance of a 

cavity which couples only to the fast space-charge wave. 

The beam-loading admittance in the presence of the pump is calculated 

for two specific cases: 

(1) A "floating drift tube" klystron cavity, where it is shown that 

the presence of the pump destroys the 90° phase relationship between the 

modulating voltage and the current. This creates a negative conductance 

for conditions which would otherwise give only a reactance and no ampli¬ 

fication (or oscillations). 

(2) A resonant cavity supporting a longitudinal sinusoidal electric 

field, where the presence of the pump creates a negative conductance 

leading to amplifibation (or oscillations) of the signal. 

In both cases the negative beam-loading conductance is obtained for 

conditions where there are no growing waves on the beam. However, in 

order to obtain a useful amount of negative conductance for a practical 

device, it is necessary to choose the parameters in such a way that 

growing waves are present in the electron beam. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of beam-type parametric amplifiers is one possible approach 

to low-noise amplification at microwave frequencies. Parametric amplifi¬ 

cation has been known for more than one hundred years, but its application 

to electron tubes is very recent. This thesis is concerned with some as¬ 

pects of electron-beam parametric amplification. 

If a disturbance is impressed on an electron beam in dc equilibrium, 

the disturbance propagates along the beam in the form of two waves. The 

phase velocity of one of the waves is smaller than the dc velocity of the 

electrons; the phase velocity of the other is larger than the dc electron 

velocity. For these reasons the waves are called slow wave and fast wave 

respectively. Haus and Robinson1 have shown that nonparametric amplifiers 

using a slow space-charge wave have a theoretical minimum noise figure. 
o 

More recently Beam has shown that the same conclusions can be attained 

for slow transverse waves. However, when fast waves are used, such a li¬ 

mitation does not exist. The noise can be removed from fast waves because 
3 4 

they carry positive power, and until recently it was thought that the 

noise could not be extracted from the slow waves because they carry nega¬ 

tive power. 

For these reasons there has been a wide interest in the interaction 

between a fast wave and a circuit wave; this led to the development of 

the low-noise beam-type parametric amplifier in the same fashion that in¬ 

teraction between a slow wave and a circuit wave led to the development 

of the conventional traveling-wave tube. There is however another major 

difference between fast and slow wave interaction: fast waves do not 

give rise to amplification. An independent gain mechanism must be provid¬ 

ed in the form of an amplifying section. 

A typical beam-type parametric amplifier is schematically represen¬ 

ted by Fig. 1.1. The fast-wave couplers extract the noise and couple the 

signal in and out. The rf-pumped middle section provides the energy which 

is necessary for signal amplification. 

The beam-type parametric amplifiers can be classified into three 

main categories: 

(l) Space-charge wave amplifiers. 

In these tubes the electron beam is immersed in a longitudinal mag- 

- 1 - 



FIG. I.1—Schematic of a beam-type parametric amplifier. 
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netic field which is large enough to prevent any transverse motion of the 

electrons. A longitudinal disturbance impressed on the beam propagates 

as a fast and a slow space-charge wave. Amplifiers using fast space- 

*5 67 ó 
charge waves have been studied by Bridges, Louisell, ’ Quate, Heffner 

and Wade, and Ashkin,^0 among others. 

(2) Cyclotron-wave amplifiers. 

In this type of amplifier the longtiudinal magnetic field is such 

11 12 
that the cyclotron frequency is equal to the signal frequency. ’ A 

transverse disturbance at the signal frequency propagates as a slow and 

a fast cyclotron wave. The most well known cyclotron-wave amplifier is 

13 
the quadrupole amplifier. 

(3) Electrostatic-wave amplifiers. 

Here the electron beam is electrostatically focused. The electrons 

trace the path of a^helix between two concentric conductors, and the dc 

potential difference between the conductors maintains the beam in dc equi 

librium. If a transverse disturbance is impressed on the beam, the dis- 

14 
turbance propagates as a fast and a slow electrostatic wave. Pantell 

proposed an electrostatic parametric amplifier using the fast electro¬ 

static wave. 

It is interesting to compare the phase velocities of these three dif 

ferent types of waves: 

(l) Space-charge waves 

(slow wave) 

(fast wave) 

id/ sec 

ie electrons. 

0 

1 + (œ /od ) 
v q' s 

0 

(tt> /o> ) 
v q' s' 

where o> is the signal frequency in rad/sec 
s 

0) is the reduced plasma frequency in r 

^ • 
Uq is the dc longitudinal velocity of t: 
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(b) Cyclotron vaves 

V = - (slow wave) 

8 1 + (a) /o> ) 
' c' s 

v_ --^- (fast wave) 

where ü)c = (|e|/m)B (cyclotron frequency) 

B is the magnetic induction 

|e|/m is the ratio of the charge to the mass of an electron, 

(c) Electrostatic waves 

V = 
s 

1 + (V2 
(slow wave) 

Vf i - (VF 
(fast wave) 

where is the dc angular velocity of the electrons. 

In practice the ratio œ /cu is, at the most, equal to a few tenths. 
q s 

The phase velocities of the fast and slow space^charge waves are not very 

different, and it may become difficult to have good coupling to the fast 

wave without any coupling to the slow wave. 

On the other hand, by choosing cs = u) (cyclotron waves) or 
i—i • sc ' 

u>s = rQ (electrostatic waves), the phase velocity of the fast waves 

becomes infinite, and the phase velocity of the slow waves becomes one- 

half of the dc longitudinal velocity of the electrons. This large veloc¬ 

ity spread insures excellent coupling to the fast wave only. 

The first two types of amplifiers require large magnetic fields which 

add weight and bulk to the tubes. The electrostatic amplifier has the 

main advantage, inherent to any electrostatic system, in that it requires 

no magnetic field. 
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The work presented here consists of two parts. The amplifying prop¬ 

erties of two particular kinds of electron beam parametric amplifiers are 

investigated: one uses electrostatic waves, and the other uses space- 

charge waves. 

PART 1. STUDY OF AN ELECTROSTATIC PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

The theory of the amplifying section of the electrostatic parametric 

amplifier was derived. The trajectory of an electron was calculated from 

* the ballistic equations of motion and it is shown that if all the electrons 

are taken into account, amplification can occur. Using this result, the 

gain of the amplifying section was derived. Using Pantell's fast wave 

couplers, an electrostatically focused parametric amplifier operating at 

L-band was designed and built. 

PART 2. STUDY OF A SPACE-CHARGE WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

15 
It is shown that long interaction klystron cavities, supporting a 

sinusoidal resonant longitudinal electric field, can be used as fast-wave 

couplers. The beam loading admittance in an extended interaction klys- 

6 7 
tron cavity, due to a parametrically-pumped electron beam, ’ is calculated. 

Under certain conditions, the real part of this admittance can become neg¬ 

ative; this can lead to the amplification of an injected signal. These 

results are applied to two specific cases: 

(a) "Floating drift tube" klystron cavity, leading to a better un- 
5 

derstanding of Bridges' tube. 

(b) "Long-interaction" klystron cavity, leading to a low-noise 

parametric amplifier. 

It is shown in both cases that amplification can occur, at least in theory, 

without having any growing space-charge waves. A low-noise amplifier using 

space-charge waves was designed. The fast-wave coupler consists of long 

interaction cavities and the amplification arises from the negative beam¬ 

loading conductance across the output cavity. 

- 5 - 
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PART I: STUDY OF AN ELECTROSTATIC PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been wide interest in electrostatic focusing, instead of 

magnetic focusing, of the electron beams used in microwave tubes because 

this type of focusing does not require any magnet. The electrostatic 

tubes are lighter and less bulky; this makes them more suitable for all 

the applications where weight is an important factor. It should be noted, 

however, that the focusing becomes extremely difficult when the beam cur¬ 

rent becomes large, thus restricting electrostatic focusing to low-power 

tubes. It would be very useful, also, if these tubes could exhibit low- 

noise properties. This could be achieved, for example, with a low-noise 

electron gun or with parametric pumping. 

The existence of fast electrostatic waves led Pantell to the concep¬ 

tion of an electrostatically focused parametric amplifier which would 

combine the advantages of an electrostatic system with the low-noise 

characteristics of a parametric amplifier. 

A beam-type parametric amplifier consists of three parts (Fig. I.l) 

which will be briefly discussed here. 

(l) Electron beam. 

The electronTbeam is a cylindrical beam which has both a longitudi¬ 

nal and an azimuthal dc motion combined in such a way that the electrons 

trace the path of a helix between two concentric conductors (Fig. 1.2). 

The dc potential which exists between the conductors creates an inward 

force which balances the outward centrifugal force due to the azimuthal 

motion. 

( 2) Fast-wave c ouplers. 

The purpose of a fast-wave coupler is twofold: At the frequency for 

which the coupler is designed it extracts the noise (or signal) which 

existed in the fast electrostatic wave and it impresses on the beam, as 

a fast electrostatic wave, an externally applied signal (Fig. 1.3). The 

signal frequency cu is chosen to be 
s 
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where <f)Q is the de angular velocity of the electron^ and the phase veloc¬ 

ity of the fast electrostatic wave is infinite. 

Pantell1^ has studied two types of couplers for which the circuit 

wave interacts only with the fast wave: 

(a) Traveling-wave coupler. The traveling-wave coupler consists of 

a proper length of coaxial transmission line (Fig. 1.4). The signal is 

injected (or extracted) at one end, the other end being matched. This 

type of coupler is relatively long, is very narrow band, but is voltage 

tunable. 

(b) Lumped resonant coupler. This coupler is made of a short length 

of coaxial line (Fig. 1.4). The line is externally tuned to resonate at 

the signal frequency. No impedance matching is required but the loaded 

Q , , must have a critical value. This coupler is short, relatively 

broad band, but is not voltage tunable. 

(3) Amplifying section. 

The interaction between a fast wave and a circuit does not give rise 

to growing waves) that is, no amplification of the signal is achieved. 

An rf pumped amplifying section, inserted between the input and output 

couplers, provides a nonlinear interaction mechanism between a pump cir¬ 

cuit wave and the fast electrostatic wave. This new interaction process 

creates growing waves at the signal frequency and amplification is achieved. 

The rf pump frequency is found to be 

a) = (2 + “7?bW_ 
P l 5 

is the pump frequency in rad/sec and 

is the number of azimuthal variations of the pump electric field 

in the amplifying section. 

Two different cases will be studied: 

(1) For p = 0 , the electric field has cylindrical symmetry. The 

amplifying section consists of a given length of coaxial transmission line 

(Fig. 1.5). The parametric amplifier is degenerate: the pump frequency 

is twice the signal frequency. 

(2) For p / 0 , the circuit consists of a 2p wire transmission 

line surrounding a central conductor (Fig. 1.5)• The central conductor 

provides the electrostatic focusing force and exerts no rf action. 

where o)p 

P 
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FIG. 1.4—Fast-wave couplers. 
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FIG. 1.5—Cross section of the amplifying section. 

(a) #Cylindrical Symmetry p = 0 

(b) Two azimuthal variations of the pump electric 

field 
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CHAPTER II 

FAST-WAVE COUPLERS 

A detailed summary of Pantell’s work will be presented here for the 

purpose of completeness. The theory is a small-signal theory. 

The propagation of a transverse disturbance impressed on the beam 

will be established. The phase velocities of the fast and the slow elec¬ 

trostatic waves will be calculated. Finally, the theory of the fast-wave 

couplers will be outlined. 

A. PROPAGATION OF A TRANSVERSE DISTURBANCE ON THE EIECTRON BEAM 

The motion of the electrons in a beam, electrostatically focused as 

in Fig. 1.2, is governed by the following equations in a cylindrical sys¬ 

tem of coordinates r , $ , z : 

rf = - fri -2 

rjo + 2rjö = 0 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

The term V^ is defined as 

V 
V - V 
_c_s 

ln(s/c) 

(1.3) 

where V 
c 

c 

V 

is the dc potential of the center conductor 

is the radius of the center conductor 

is the dc potential of the outer conductor 

is the radius of the outer conductor, 

and T) = I el/m ratio of the charge to the mass of an electron. 

As is customary in a small-signal analysis, the different quantities 

will be separated in their dc and rf components. Only first order rf 

terms will be retained, resulting in 

r = r0 + ri 
(I» 
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where ‘o 
k 

rl 

h 

is the dc equilibrium radius of the electrons 

is the dc angular velocity of the electrons 

is the rf radial displacement of the electrons 

is the rf angular velocity of the electrons. 

The rf quantities vary as 

JV -1¾ 

Equations (l.l) through (I.5) yield the value of T as 

r = jße ± W 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

where ß = eu Au and u„ is the dc longitudinal velocity of the elec 
e s' 0 0 

trons along the z axis. The two values of T correspond to the two 

electrostatic waves. The corresponding phase velocities are 

V = 
s 

1 + 
(slow electrostatic wave) 

and 

Tf = 
- v? y<»6 

(fast electrostatic wave). 

(1.7) 

If a>s = ~^2 rad/sec, the phase velocity of the fast wave becomes 

infinite and the phase velocity of the slow wave is equal to half the dc 

velocity Uq . If a circuit has an infinite phase velocity at the fre¬ 

quency o>s = > it will couple only to the fast electrostatic wave. 

The trajectory of an electron in a transverse plane, obtained from 

Eqs. (1.4) through (I.6), is shown in Fig. 1.6. The angle corresponding 

to an rf period is 2./-(/2 = 254° . 

A better picture of the electron trajectory can be obtained by chan¬ 

ging the frame of reference. Consider a Cartesian system of coordinates 

rotating with the beam with a constant angular velocity f>Q • The origin 

0’ describes the circle of radius rQ and the y axis is in the radial 

- lb - 
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FIG. I.6--Trajectory of an electron. 
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(r) direction, as in Fig. 1.7, if 

r. 
1 

= A cos . 

Then, from Eq. (l.2), the result is 

0 

In the Cartesian coordinate system the position of the electron in a trans¬ 

verse plane is given by 

The trajectory is an ellipse centered on 0’ with its major axis along 

the X axis. An electron describes the complete ellipse in one period 

T = 2jr/o) . 
' s 

A cumulative interaction between an electron and a radial electric 

field of frequency œg = $0 is possible. If the field is zero at the 

instant t and has the direction shown in Figs. 1.7b and 1.7c, the field * 

delivers energy to the electron during the full cycle, since the rf field 

reverses when the direction of the radial motion of the electron changes. 

B. TRAVELING-WAVE COUPLER 

A fast-wave coupler is a microwave circuit which couples only to the 

fast wave. The circuit must support a wave at the signal frequency 

œg = y? 0O with the proper phase velocity in order to obtain the cumu¬ 

lative interaction described above. The traveling-wave coupler is one of 

^ Ik 
the two fast-wave couplers studied by Pantell. 

With an rf radial electric field Er present, and for the same geo¬ 

metrical structure (Fig. 1.4a), the equations of motion, Eqs. (l.l) and 

(l.2), become 

r - r| 'i = - nE. 
r 

r 
and (1.9) 

rji + 2r$ = 0 . 

- 18 - 
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y y 

FIG. I.7--Electron trajectory in a frame of reference rotating 

at the dc angular velocity of the electrons. 

(a) New System of Coordinates 

(h) Electron trajectory and rf radial field during the 

first half of a cycle. 

(c) Electron trajectory and rf radial field during the 

second half of a cycle. 
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Pantell solved these equations and has calculated the circuit field E (z) 
r 

and the time derivative of the radial displacement of the electron z) 

at any point z inside the coupler. If the coupler is terminated on its 

characteristic impedance, that is, if the coupler is matched, then the 

result is 

E (z) = e-Jßz E (0) cos ß Cz + 
rr' ' e 

2œ C 

r (0) sin ß Cz 
1 e 

(I.10) 

and 

z) = e 
-jßz 

õ p E (0) sin ß Cz + r (0) cos ß Cz 
2od C rv 7 e lv ' Ke (I.11) 

where Er(0) is the circuit electric field at the input of the coupler, 

r-j^O) is the time derivative of the radial displacement of the 

electron at the input of the coupler 

C is a parameter defined by 

C = 
0 rn 

8P œ 
n s 

1/2 

(1.12) 

where Iq is the 

P is the 
n 

E is the 
rn 

If the length L of 

dc current 

power flow associated with the TEM mode 

circuit field in the absence of the beam. 

the coupler is such that 

ßeCL -, (2n + 1) I n = 0,1,2... 

then the result is 

(1.13) 

(1.1*0 
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. o 

The signal originally present on the beam ^(ojj has been completely 

transferred to the circuit, and the signal injected into the coupler 

|e (0)] has been completely transferred to the beam. If the dc longitu¬ 

dinal velocity of the electron is very small compared to the velocity of 

light, this coupler interacts only with the fast wave. 

The bandwidth of this type of coupler is quite small, but it is vol¬ 

tage tunable. For a TEM mode and a small beam pitch angle i|r , Pantell 

has found that 

7* 

e1/2 >l(Vo - Vs) 

s ln(s/c) 

ßeC =- 

uo 

120 I. 

8r0 PnS/C 

1/2 

(1.15) 

Equations (1.13) s^d (l.l5) define the coupler completely. 

C. LUMFED-RESONMT COUPLER 

Pantell, following a method similar to the one used by Cuccia, also 

studied a resonant type of coupler. The coupler represented in Fig. I.4b 

consists of a short length of open-circuited coaxial transmission line. 

The line is shorter than a quarter-wavelength and acts like a capacitor. 

The coupler can be tuned to resonate, at the signal frequency, with an 

external inductance. In order to transfer all the energy from the fast 

wave to the circuit, the resonant system must be properly loaded. 

Pantell^ derived the expression relating the loaded Q , 0^, the length 

and the frequency: 

^ = £ (Pe0)' 
(1.16) 

where L is the length of the cavity 

X is the wavelength, and 

C is the parameter defined by Eq. (1.12). 

"H 
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The loaded Q is inversely proportional to the product LX . For 

a given the length of the cavity increases with the frequency. At 

high frequencies the loaded Q must be small in order to maintain reason¬ 

ably small dimensions of the coupler. 

Pantell found that the coupler, vhich is not voltage tunable, is 

relatively broad band. 

D. COMPARISON OF THE TWO TYPES OF COUPLERS 

A concrete example, using numerical values, will be chosen to illus¬ 

trate the advantages and disadvantages of both couplers. 

Consider a coupler where 

s radius of the outer conductor is 0.120" 

c radius of the inner conductor is O.O^O" 

Iq the dc current is 300^A 

Uq the dc velocity is I/3OO x velocity of light 

f the signal frequency is 1.2 kMc/sec 
s 

V the outer cylinder potential is zero 

From Eqs. (I.IO) through (I.16) these characteristics are as follows: 

S C = 0.148 

Lumped-resonant coupler 

L = 1.15 cm 

with = 10 

2.5 per cent bandwidth 

The bandwidth has been defined by the relation 

r^O) 

Certain conclusions can be drawn from this example: 

(1) The traveling-wave coupler is much longer than the resonant 

coupler. 

(2) The traveling-wave coupler has the advantage of being voltage 

tunable.■ In practice it may be extremely difficult to match the trans¬ 

mission line, due to the presence of the beam between the two conductors, 

and electrostatic focusing is difficult to achieve over long distances. 

The resonant coupler, being short, is then a better choice. Furthermore, 

2 
< 0.1 . 

e 

Traveling-wave coupler 

L = 10 cm 

narrow band 

voltage tunable 

frequency = 1.6V kMc/sec 
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the critical loading of the resonant coupler is easier to achieve than the 

matching of the traveling-wave coupler. For these reasons, the resonant 

coupler was chosen for the design of an experimental tube. 



CHAPTER III 

AMPLIFYING SECTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction between a fast wave and a circuit wave does not pro¬ 

duce any amplification. Pierce's coupled mode theory provides a simple 

explanation. The power flow in the fast wave and the power flow in the 

circuit wave are in the same direction^ and the propagation constants of 

the coupled waves remain purely imaginary. The rf energy is transferred 

from one wave to the other. If a parametric amplifying section is inser¬ 

ted after the input coupler, the energy of the rf pump is converted into 

energy at the signal frequency by means of the nonlinear properties of 

the electron beam. 

It will be shown that the frequency of the rf pump depends on the ge¬ 

ometrical configuration of the pump electric field. The ballistic equa¬ 

tions governing the motion of an electron in the pump field will be solved 

and the gain of the amplifying section calculated. 

B. DETERMINATION OF THE PUMP FREQUENCY 

The signal, idler and pump frequencies are related through Eq. (l.l?) 

(1.17) 0) = 0) 4- J = 0) 4 01 
p SI 

vhere o> is the pump frequency 

O) is the signal frequency 
s 

o)^ is the idler frequency. 

To insure a cumulative parametric effect the propagation constants must 

satisfy the following equation 

(1.18) 

where ß = œ /v 
P F P 
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and where 

V is the phase velocity at the pump frequency 

V is the phase velocity at the signal frequency 

v^ is the phase velocity at the idler frequency. 

The rf quantities vary as indicated: 

at the signal frequency (1.19) 

exp( jcu^t) • exp 

at the idler frequency (1.20) 

at the pump frequency (l.2l) 

where p is the number of azimuthal variations of the pump electric field 

in the amplifying section. If the phase velocity of the pump electric 

field is much larger than the dc longitudinal velocity of the electron field is 

Eq. (l.2l) becomes 

If the signal frequency is equal to Y? , the phase velocity vg be 

comes infinite and 

Equation (I.I8) yields 

(I.23) 

which can be written 
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Equations (l.l?) and (l.2k) define the pump frequency as 

(1.25) 

If the pump electric field has cylindrical symmetry (p = 0),' the pump 

frequency is twice the signal frequency: the idler and signal frequencies 

are the same and the amplifier is called degenerate. 

If the pump electric field has p azimuthal variations the pump and 

signal frequencies are not harmonically related. 

C. OUTLINE OF THE INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, 

The equations of motion in cylindrical coordinates are: 

f - rf = - riEr(r,0,t) (1.26) 

r0 + 2r0 = - riE^(r,^,t) , (1.27) 

where Er(r,0,t) and ,(f),t) are the radial and azimuthal components 

of the pump electric field in the amplifying section. 

These equations can he solved with the following assumptions: 

(1) All the electrons have the same dc longitudinal velocity u^ 

and the same dc angular velocity jL . 

(2) The space-charge forces are neglected. 

(3) The theory is limited to the three-frequency case; that is, the 

important terms are at the signal, idler, and pump frequencies. All the 

other frequencies are neglected. 

(4) The theory is based on a small-signal analysis. The dc and rf 

components are separated and r and are written 

(1.28) 

f*0 + l*p + A ■ 

where r^ is the dc equilibrium radius of the electrons 

r^ is the rf displacement of a given electron at the pump frequency 

r^ • is the rf displacement of a given electron at 'the signal fre¬ 

quency 



is the dc angular velocity of the electrons 
• ^ 
p is the rf angular velocity of a given electron at the pump 

frequency # 

is the rf angular velocity of a given electron at the signal 

frequency, and 

e is a small positive number. 

All the equations are kept linear with respect to e and with respect 

to the amplitude of the pump electric field. 

(1|.) The electron motion at the pump frequency is not perturbed by 

the presence of the signal. The perturbation of the dc electron trajec¬ 

tories at the pump frequency is calculated with no signal present, and 

these calculated values of r and Í are used in the presence of the 
P P 

signal. 

If these assumptions are made, the equations of motion become linear 

equations with nonconstant coefficients. However, the varying coefficients 

of the differential equations vary in a harmonic fashion and their ampli¬ 

tude is small compared to the constant coefficients; then, it is possible 

17 
to solve the equations using the method of the variation of parameters. 

In a first step r and 0 , the rf displacement and angular veloc- 
P P 

ity at the pump frequency, are calculated by substituting in Eqs.(l.26) 

and (1.27) the values of 

r = r + r 
0 p 

0 = 0Q + /, 

These calculated values of r and 0 are then substituted back into 
p P 

Eq. (I.28); then the result is 

r = r + r 
0 P 

+ er. 

$ = 0n + 0. 
0 

calculated with 

ri ■ ^ * 0 

calculated with 

ri = *1 - 0 

(I.29) 

+ e^ 
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Equations (1.26), (l.27) and (1.29) yield the rf displacement 

and the rf angular velocity ^ at the signal frequency. 

The gain of the amplifying section is given by the ratio 

^( L) 2 

3^(0) 

where r^L) is the amplitude of the displacement at the signal frequency 

at the output end of the coupler, and r^O) is the amplitude at the en¬ 

trance of the coupler. 

D. THEORY OF THE AMPLIFYING SECTION 

The pump frequency was found to be 

The equations of motion are then solved for two cases: 

(1) The pump electric field has p azimuthal variations, 

(2) The amplifying section has cylindrical symmetry (p = 0): the 

pump frequency is twice the signal frequency. 

1. Calculation of the Gain of the Amplifying Section When the Pump 

Electric Field has p Azimuthal Variations. 

The amplifying section consists of a 2p - wire transmission line sur 

rounding a central conductor (Fig. 1.8). The 2p wires are connected in 

a dc manner and they can be assimilated, as far as the dc field is concer¬ 

ned, to a cylindrical conductor if the angle 0q is small enough. The 

solution of Laplace's equation for such a geometry yields the pump poten¬ 

tial 

r~> 2V sin (p/2) d 
V(r,0) = }--5-- rP sin p0 (1-30) 

V ” sVp/2)2 

with p/2 = 1,3»5,... 

where is the amplitude of the pump potential 

0Q is the width of the slots between the wires. 
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FIG. 1.8—Cross section of the amplifying section for p = 2 
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The term varying as (c/r)P has been neglected, and the rf connections 

are those shown in Fig. 1.8. 

If the fundamental only is taken into account and if the time vari-# 

ation is introduced, Eq. (1.30) becomes 

with 

V(r,0,t) = -2BrPsin p0 sin art (1.31) 

2B = 

2V sin (p/2) 0 
+ —2- 0 „ 

n sP0o (p/2) 

(1.32) 

Equation (l.31) can be simplified further by noticing that 

can be represented by two circularly polarized waves. The 

wave rotating in the opposite direction of the beam can be 

the potential becomes 

V(r,0,t) 

effect of the 

neglected and 

V(r,0,t)= -Bracos (o^t - p0) . (1.33) 

As the pump and signal frequencies are not harmonically related, the 

phase difference between the signal and the pump has no significance when 

there is no external idler source. 

The electric field is easily deduced from Eq. (l.33)î 

E (r,/,t) = pBrP-1 cos (cjq t - p0) = pBrP ^ 
I* J) 

E^(r,/,t) = pBrP_1 sin (œt - p/) = pBr5"1 

cos (2o)st + P^0t0) 

sin (2cut + P^0t0) 

(1.3^) 

because 

V - PI* ' (2¾4 + ^ “s1) ■ p^0 (t ' ‘o' ‘ 2%1 + P^O 

(^ = 0 for t = t^ : the electrons enter the amplifying section at the 

same location all the time.) 
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The equations of motion Eqs. (I.26) and (l.27) become 

.. ¿2 0 p-1 / jx 
r - rfi = -ri-T]Br cos (œ t - p^) 

r P 

T<j) + 2rjf) = - nBr1’"1 sin (o^t - p^) . 

(I.35) 

These equations are solved by the method of variations of parameters. 

Given the condition that 

17 

r = r + r 
0 p 

0' 0O + ’ 
(I.36) 

then if r and 0 are substituted in Eq. (l.35)> the motion of an elec¬ 

tron at the frequency can be determined. 

At the entrance plane of the amplifying section the electrons have 

not been subjected to any pump field. If t^ is the entrance time of 

an electron in the amplifying section, the boundary conditions can be 

expressed mathematically by the following expressions: 

rp<V -0 

0p<V =0 

Equations (I.37), (1.35) and (I.36) yield 

- 2V2 

w =0 

¡y V = 0 

(1.37) 

C P-1 
r = — r 
P v0 0 

cos œstQ • cos (2<nsto + p^) • cos 

2 - 

+ ~ ¿ sin o)st0 • sin (2o)gt0 + p^) • cos ^t 

1 - 2V2 
+ -g- sin a>st0 • cos (2cogt0 + vPQtQ) . sin cngt 

cos a) t. • sin (2<u t. + p¿-trt) . sin a) t 
s 0 s 0 r0 07 s 

"Æ 2 
+ -Lj- cos (2<ost + Hi0t0) 

+ nr cos + p^oto) 

(1.38) 
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and 

i = f-p-2 r-‘ K P V0 *0 '■'o 

r 1-V2 
-cos a)st0 • cos (2œst0 + p^q) . cos a^t 

2-^ 
+-sin œgt0 • sin (2^ + . cos œst 

1 - 2V2 
+-g- sin a>st0 • cos (2œgt0 + p^) . sin œgt 

Vi1 - 2 
+ -cos ü)gt0 . sin (2cnst0 + p^) • sin œgt 

- 2 

V? 
.u t u¿i£, 

T cos + ^oto) + —"12 Y cos (2œst + ^0to) 

. (1.39) 
2 

where C = pr0 B , B being defined by Eq. (1.32). The detailed calcu¬ 

lation is made in Appendix I.A. 

The values of and ¿ , which represent the rf perturbation of 

the beam at the pump frequency, are valid in the absence of a signal even 

when a signal is present. They can be substituted in 

r = r + r + er. 
0 p 1 

^ = + ^p + ^1 ’ 

(I.^0) 

and these new values of r and 0 can be substituted back into the equa¬ 

tions of motion Eq. (1.35). The boundary condition is 

r = r (0) cos 00 t. 
1 1 s 0 (1.41) 

where r^O) is the maximum amplitude of the transverse motion of the 

electron at the entrance of the coupler. 

Then the radial displacement of an electron which has remained a 

time t in the amplifying section is found to be (see Appendix I.A) 

ri = 1^(0) exp r p'2 à -1 
Lv0 0 Ï272 (9p - 8 + 7-^21 - 6p-^) sin p^tl T 

cos 
œst ' 12^^ VoP'2 (9p + !6 - 17^+ 6p 2)t] 

(1.42) 
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o 

r1 and ^ were substituted back into the equations of motion (I.35), 

and it was found that these values satisfy (l.35) to the first order in 

c/v0 . 
The rf amplitude grows exponentially, and the rate of growth depends 

on the entrance time tQ of the electron. Each electron is characterized 

by a different value of t^ . Some electrons enter the amplifying section 

at a favorable time, some do not. [A favorable electron receives energy 

from the pump field during all the time it remains in the amplifying sec¬ 

tion, that is, when P^q^q = (tai + l)n/2 ,] To calculate the gain of the 

device at the signal frequency, the effect of all the electrons must be 

included. The average of Eq. (1.42) over all the electrons must be taken. 

As tQ appears only as sin P^qÍq in the exponential, the effect of all 

the electrons is taken into account by taking the average over one period 

of P^q^q • 1¾6 "average" displacement at the signal frequency at the 

output of the amplifying section is then 

r-^L) 
0) 

2« 

where 

C r 
P-2 

L — 

V0 uo 
(0.120 + 0.029p) sin P$q4q ^oVf 

^(L) 

^(0) 

L 

C 

COS Ü) t 
s 

(1.43) 
is the amplitude of the rf radial displacement at the out¬ 

put of the coupler, corresponding to the overall effect of 

all the electrons 

is the amplitude at the entrance of the coupler 

is the length of the coupler 

is given by Eq. (1.39). 

The gain of the amplifying section is given by 

r,(L)2 
gain = - 

^(0) 
(1.44) 
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The gain in db is obtained from Eqs. (1.^3) and (l.44): 

gain in db = 20 log^ 

d(P^0t )* 
u 0 

(1.^5) 

This result will be discussed below in paragraph 3> with the gain of the 

other type of amplifying section. 

2. Calculation of the Gain in the Amplifying Section With Cylindrical 

Symmetry (p = 0). 

The pump frequency is twice the signal frequency, and the idler and 

signal frequencies are the same. The amplifying circuit consists of a 

length L of coaxial transmission line (Fig. 1.5). The pump electric 

field is 

exp 

C r P-2 

L-2- (0.120 + 0.029p) sin pj^t^ 

v0 uo 

■D 

E =- cos (u) t + X) 
r r p 

► 

E , = 0 
0 

(1.½) 

where B represents the strength of the pump field and where X is the 

phase difference between the signal and the pump. 

The equations of motion, for this circuit configuration, are 

, 2 V B 
f -if =-T)-T] - COS (cu t + X) 

X r p 

• o # 
rf + 2rf = 0 

(1.47) 

The amplitude of the radial displacement of an electron at the signal 

frequency is obtained by the same method used in paragraph 1 above. 

The algebra is carried out in detail in Appendix I.B. The value of r^ 
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derived from Eq. (l.^7) is 

cos 0) t (1.½) 
8 

where B is defined in Eq. (1.44), and where L is the length of the 

coupler. 

The amplitude of the rf displacement is independent of the entrance 

time of the electron. However, this amplitude depends on the relative 

phase between the pump and the signal. This result appears in all the 

degenerate type parametric amplifiers: 

if X = 0 , the signal is not modified by the amplifying section, 

if X = + it/2 , the signal decays exponentially, and 

if X = - jt/2 , the signal grows exponentially. 

The maximum gain is deduced from Eq. (1.½) with the condition x = it/2 : 

gain in db = 20 log-^Q exp 

3. Comparison of the Two Types of Amplifying Sections, 

a. Relative length of the amplifying section. 

A numerical example, using the same numerical values utilized for 

the fast wave coupler, is more illustrative and will serve as a basis for 

the discussion: 

s the radius of the outer conductor is 0.120" 

c the radius of the inner conductor is 0.040" 

Iq the dc durrent is 300jiA 

uQ the dc velocity is I/3OO of the velocity of light 

f the frequency is 1.2 kMc. 

The integral appearing in Eq. (l.^3) can be approximated (see Appendix 

I.C). The gain of the amplifying section with two azimuthal variations 

of the pump electric field (p = 2) can be calculated. An approximate 

value for the gain is 

(p = 2) gain db = 3^- ~ L - 6 (1.^9) 
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where V is the rf pump voltage applied between opposite wires of the 
p 

transmission line and L is the length of the coupler in cm . 

For a gain of 20 db the length of the structure is, with V^Vq = 0.1 , 

L = 7.6 cm . The gain of the other amplifying section (p = 0) is given 

by the following approximate formula: 

V 

gain db = 100 . (l*50) 

With V /V = 0.1 and a gain of 20 db, the length of this section is 
p' 0 

L = 2 cm . 

b. Advantages of the amplifying section with cylindrical symmetry: 

(1) It is shorter. 

(2) The amplifier does not require the addition of a fast wave coup¬ 

ler to remove the noise at the idler frequency because the idler fre¬ 

quency is equal to the signal frequency. 

(3) This type of coupler is easier to build. 

c. Disadvantages of this amplifying section (p = 0): 

(1) The gain of the amplifier depends critically on the phase of 

the pump relative to the phase of the signal. 

(2) However, in practice, the pump frequency may be slightly dif¬ 

ferent from twice the signal frequency. 

(3) If the difference of frequency between the idler and the signal 

is well within the limitation of bandwidth of the fast wave coupler, 

at the signal frequency, the noise will be removed from the idler 

too. 

(4) As a) / 2cd , the phase restriction is removed and by continu- 
pc ^ 

ity the performances of the amplifying section must be only slightly 

perturbed. 

For these reasons an amplifying section consisting of a length L 

of coaxial transmission line (p = O) is used in the actual amplifier. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF 

THE ELECTROSTATIC PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

A. DESIGN 

A schematic of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 1.9. The injection 

of the beam and the design of the different components are discussed first. 

1. Beam Injection. 

The electron beam is cylindrical. The beam must enter the electro¬ 

static-focusing region with the proper azimuthal and longitudinal velocity. 

The azimuthal motion is created by injecting the beam in a uniform trans¬ 

verse magnetic field. 

The electron gun is an Eimac convergent flow gun. An auxiliary anode 

preceding the magnetic circuit has been added (Fig. I.10). Its purpose 

is twofold: 

(1) It shaves off the beam to the diameter of the center hole of 

the auxiliary anode which is 0.040’' . 

(2) It regulates the longitudinal velocity of the electrons without 

changing the dc current 1^ . 

The 0.040" beam enters the region of uniform transverse magnetic 

field. The width of the pole pieces is d and the magnetic flux density 

is adjusted +o the value such that 

y 

where u^ is the dc velocity of the electrons. The electrons describe 

a circle of radius d (Fig. I.10). If B is smaller than Bq the beam 

leaves the region of uniform magnetic field with an angle t and enters 

the region of electrostatic focusing. If Uq and \|r are properly chosen 

the beam will remain in equilibrium. Then, t can be changed by varying 

B and u^ can be altered by changing the dc potential on the auxiliary 

anode. 
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FIG. I.10—Injection scheme of the electron beam. 

( a) Longitudinal View 

(b) Top View Across the Magnetic Pole Pieces 
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2. Fast-Wave Couplers and Amplifying Section. 

The amplifier will be designed to operate at 1000 Mc/s with a dc cur¬ 

rent of 300nA . 

a. Couplers. 

For practical reasons, after some investigation the following values 

of the parameters have been selected: 

s is the inner radius of the outer conductor: 3-6 X 10"^m = O.lUo" 

c is the outer radius of the inner conductor: 1.0 x 10 m = 0.040" 

\|r is the pitch angle. 

In order to minimize the electron interception by the coupler, r^ , 

the dc equilibrium radius, will be chosen equal to (s + c)/2 : 

-3 
r = 2.15 X 10 -½ , 

and \|r and are given by 

K ¥ «v/2 

t = 

For i|r = 8 these equations yield 

VQ = 51Ö volts 

V = 4-14 volts 
c 

uQ = I.34 X 10 m/s , 

and ßeC can be calculated from 

10- 
cm 37-2¾ 
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The fast-wave couplers are completely determined. They consist of 

a cylinder, surrounding a central conductor, having the following charac¬ 

teristics : 

with V = ^1^ volts 
c 

\|r = 8° 

I0 = 300[iA . 

s = 0.140" 

c = 0.040" 

L = O.3OO" 

V 36 

at 1000 Me. 

The two conductors form a short transmission line which looks capa¬ 

citive. An external inductance and an external resistance must be added 

to tune the couplers to 1000 Mc/s and to obtain a loaded Q of 36 . 

b. Amplifying section. 

The amplifying section consists of a cylinder of inner radius 

S = O.lUO" . The tube is designed for a gain of 20 db. Then from Eq. (1.½) 

the length of the couplers will be 

For a ratio V /v» = 0.1 the section is 3*75 cm long. 
p' O 

Electron interception by the couplers or the amplifying section must be 

avoided in order to conserve the low-noise properties of the amplifier. 

For this reason dc guard rings have been added, as shown in Fig. 1.9, in 

front of the input coupler and after the output coupler. The length of 

the amplifying section was then reduced to 1 inch in order to maintain a 

small overall length which is necessary for a good beam transmission. 

B. CONSTRUCTION 

A photograph of the tube is shown (Fig. I.11). The vacuum envelope 

is in glass. All the leads coming through the envelope are made out of 

kovar. This material was chosen for its excellent match with the 7052 

type of glass which was used. 
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The tube consists of two parts: the circuit on one hand, and the 

electron gun and injection system on the other hand. With the magnetic 

type of beam injection used, the gun and circuit axes are different. For 

this reason the tube was mounted in two major steps: in the first step 

the circuit was built, and in a second step the electron gun and the pole 

pieces were mounted. 

1. . Circuit. 

The circuit consists of a series of copper rings surrounding a cen¬ 

tral conductor. The rings were cut from a copper cylinder electroformed 

on an aluminum mandrel; the aluminum was then etched out after machining. 

Kovar leads, O.C^O" in diameter, with glass beads were brazed to the cy¬ 

linders . 

The glass envelope was mounted at one end of a glass blower's lathe 

and the holes for the dc and rf leads were made in the glass. The cylin¬ 

ders were then slipped, with the proper spacers, on a steel mandrel (sup¬ 

ported at the other end of the lathe) with the kovar leads going through 

the glass as shown in Fig. 1.12. When all the cylinders were in place 

the leads were sealed to the glass and the steel mandrel was removed. 

The central conductor consists of a glass tube O.060" in diameter 

to which were cemented three copper sleeves (Fig. I.13). The conducting 

part of it was made in three different sections in order to provide better 

rf insulation between the couplers and the amplifying section. The wire 

connected to each sleeve was spot-welded to a kovar lead going through 

the vacuum envelope. The central conductor is held in place at the col¬ 

lector end of the tube by a cylinder having a O.O6O" hole along its axis. 

At the gun end it is slipped into a hole in one of the pole pieces. 

2. Electron Gun and Pole Pieces. 

The electron gun is an Eimac gun which was obtained already mounted. 

The pole pieces were made out of a cold rolled steel disk I/S" thick 

which was cut in two unequal parts leaving a O.O7O" air-gap. Two 1.5" 

long steel rods with kovar cups were brazed to the pole pieces (Fig. 1.1^). 

The steel rods provide the access to the magnetic circuit which is out¬ 

side the vacuum (the glass envelope being sealed to the kovar cups). 

A ring which maintains the electron gun in position was brazed to 

one of the pole pieces (Fig. 1.15). The position of the gun axis is then 
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FIG. I.I5—Positioning of the electron gun. 



fixed relative to the pole pieces. A special mounting jig is then used 

to maintain the two pole pieces in position relative to the lathe axis 

and the envelope was sealed to the kovar cups (Fig. 1.9). 

A small copper disk was mounted with screws in front of the pole 

pieces and was isolated from it with mica, (Figs. 1.9 and I.10). This 

disk is the auxiliary anode described in paragraph 1, section A, chapter 

IV, entitled "Beam Injection." All the necessary dc leads were connected 

and the tube was sealed except for the pumping tubulati'on. 

The experiments with the electrostatic parametric amplifier will be 

undertaken in the Microwave Laboratory in the near future. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

It was shown that it is possible to design and build a low-noise 

electrostatically-focused microwave tube using parametric amplification. 

After a brief summary of the analogies between electrostatic waves and 

cyclotron waves, the same conditions which led Pantell to the idea of the 

electrostatic parametric amplifier, a brief description of the couplers 

designed by Pantell was given. 

The work presented here was the logical continuation for the design 

of a parametric amplifier, that is, the study of the motion of electrons 

in an amplifying section. The beam modulated at the signal frequency in 

the form of a fast electrostatic wave is injected in the region where a 

pump field is applied. The pump frequency depends on the geometrical 

configuration of the amplifying section, and it should be noted that a 

quadrupole type section does not correspond to a pump frequency which 

is twice the signal frequency. A kinetic analysis of the electron motion 

in this section showed that the radial transverse motion of the electron 

could be amplified by the pump field, and if all the electrons are taken 

into account gain can be obtained. As could be predicted the gain depends 

on the length of the amplifying section and on the strength of the pump 

field. Two main amplifying structures were studied. In the first case 

the structure which has no variation of the electric field in the azimu¬ 

thal direction led to a pump frequency equal to twice the signal fre¬ 

quency which is a degenerate parametric amplifier, and in this case the 

amplifying structure is simply a given length of coaxial structure. If 

the amplifying structure has p azimuthal variations of the pump electric 

field, it was found that the pump frequency was not harmonically related 

to the signal frequency. 

A parametric electrostatic amplifier was designed and built using 

Pantell's fast-wave couplers for the case where the pump frequency is 

twice the signal frequency. 

The experimental check of the theory, which is outside the scope of 

this work, remains to be done. Future theoretical work may include the 
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study of: 

(1) the influence of the pump field on the dc motion of the electrons, 

(2) the effect of space-charge forces, and 

(3) the study of such means of amplification as dc pumping. 



r 

APPENDIX I.A 

INTEGRATION BY THE METHOD OF VARIATION OF THE PARAMETERS 

Consider the two second order differential equations 

ax(t) + by(t) = c1(t)x(t) + c2(t)y(t) 

dy(t) + ex(t) = f^tMt) + f2(t)y(t) 

(l.A.l) 

where t) , c2(t) , t) , f2(t) are harmonic functions of t whose 

amplitudes are small compared with the constant coefficients of the equa¬ 

tions. In the first step the following system will he solved: 

Its solution is 

ax(t) + by(t) = 0 

dy'(t) + cx(t) = 0 .| 

X = x0(t,A,B,D,F) 

Y = yQ^jAjBjDjF) . 

(I.A.2) 

(I.A.3) 

where A , B , D , and F are the constants of integration to be deter¬ 

mined by the boundary conditions. With the change of variable, 

a = X 

ß = ÿ 

(I.A.4) 

Eq. (l.A.l) becomes 

aá(t) + bß(t) = c1(t)x(t) + c2(t)y(t) 

dß(t) + eß(t) = f^t^t) + f2(t)y(t) . 

As the c's and the f's are small, the following condition exists: 

(I.A.5) 

a = X = ^ x0(t,A,B,D,F) = a0(t,A,B,D,F) 

P = ÿ = ê y0(t,A,B,D,F) = ß0(t,A,B,D,F) .j 
(I.A.6) 

At this point A , B , D and F are allowed to be functions of time. 

The system of Eqs. (l.A.5) becomes a system of coupled linear equations 
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in which A , B , D , and F can be solved with the relations of the type 

ò ÒQL hot 
a= — a. + A—— + D 

òt 0 ÒA ÒB 

If A , B, D and F are the time averages of 

solution of the system of Eqs. (l.A.l) is 

A , B , D and F 

X = Xq(í j A^BjDjF}1 KjLjMjN) 

y = y0(t,Ã,B,D,Fj K,L,M,N) , 

, the 

where K , L , M and N are constants of integration. 



APPENDIX I. B 

CALCULATION OF THE RF PERTURBATION IN THE AMPLIFYING SECTION 

1. The following discussion is for the case of p / 0 . 

Equations (1.3^) and (l-35) yield: 

2_ C * 2 r, . /_ ,\„ ï _ P-2 
Rp - EP ‘ ^ I1 + (R - ^"p1 ro cos ^ * ^oV 

J ' C Jl 2 T P-2 Pr, + ZtcP > -i1 P ' o P = ^ [1 + (P - l)Rp] rQP" sin (2œst + p^t^ 

(I.B.l) 

where R = r /r. . 
P 7 0 

Equation (I.B.l) can be simplified. The interaction terms 

C jr 2r 

r ^o RP cos + p^oto) 

and 

f sln + ’ 
which give components proportional to (C/v^) , are neglected: 

5p ' 2Wp ' < ep * r ^roP'a cos (2¾1 + ^o) 

é + 2¿R 
rV r0 i = ^ ¿oV’2 Sln + 

►(l.B.2) 

The general solution of the system I.B.2 is 

R = A cos œ t + B sin co t 
p s s 

I Y? - 2 irP-2 
12 V 

0P" cos (2œst + p0oto) + D 

$ =- 2A$0 cos o)Bt - 2B$q sin cngt 

^ (I.B.3) 

* + 4 r-S^'TQ roP"2 cos + p^q) + D 

At the entrance time of the electrons t^ , the following boundary condi- 
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tions must be satisfied# 

y V = ° 

yv = ° 
w -0 
yv = ° 

(l.B.4) 

The terms A , B and D are calculated from Eq. (I.B.4) and 

- 2V2 

A = — r P'2 v0 0 

B - r P“2 
B T 0 

0 

1 ' Í 003 Vo cos (Vo + ^o' 

+ l^ß sln ^ sln (^tj, + P0oto) 

1 ~ 12 ein Voc<?s (Vo+ A'j 
r~> 

+ lágl-i cos sin (2Vo + ^0*0) 

E = T roP’2 V 00E (2¾^ + tf’oV 

,(I.B.5) 

Equations (I.B.3) and (l.B.5) yield Eqs. (I.38) and (l.39) which give r^ 

and ® . These values of r and of 0 are substituted in Eq. (I.^-0) 

and r and 0 are in turn substituted back into Eq. (1.35) which gives 

P01 sin (2œgt + p0oto) 

R - 20 0 - 20 2R = 0 2r P"2 
1 ^Cr 1 1 V0 0 

+ (p - 1) R1 cos (2cnt + P0oto) 

+ 2^i+ 2ViEP * £WPRi - V/o2 i1-8-6' 

0" + 20 R = — 0 ¿r n. ^0 1 vQ '"o 0 
2 p-2 

(p - 1) Rj^ sin (2ûDgt + P0oto) 

P01 cos (2mgt + p0oto) 

- kA - Ei^p - ■ Mp f1-®-7' 
where R^ = r^/r^ and where all the terms not linear in e and C/Vq 

have been neglected. Equations (I.B.6) and (I.B.7) are solved by the 

method of variation of parameters as the amplitude of the time varying 

coefficient is proportional to c/Vq « 1 . Their homogeneous 
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(i.b.8) 

(I.B.9) 

solution is 

R1 = L cos (cngt + Ç) + M 1 

sin (a)gt + Ç) - + N 

With the change of variables 

ß = = L^0 sin (cCgt + 0 

0=^ = - 2^QL cos (o>st + 0 - ^qD 

t * (œgt + 0 

I = 2<nst + p^0t0 

Eqs. (I.B.6) and (l.B.7) become 

-YF (sin t) L -Va L (cos \|0 £ fi0 [p^ sin ! + (p - 1) R1 cos |] 

+ Ã L cos i|r cos I - 2AL&n cos \|r cos cn t > 
Vq r V j V ® 

- 2BL^0 cos t sin o>gt - ^DL^q cos \|r 

- (cos ^ L + L (sin ÿ) £ = £- fi0 [(p - 1) R± sin | - p^ cos |] 

n-2 C , i (+V2 - 2) cos I sin \|r 

+ r0 " — _ 

0 + (2V2 - 3) cos \|í sin I 

- 6^? jb0Lk sin i cos a)st 

- 6V^ s^n ^ s^n ^ ^0^ S^n ^ 

- 6V2 )^0LA cos \(i sin a)gt + 6V^ ^qLB cos \|r cos a^t 

• • • 

M = L (sin \|f) ^ - L cos i(r 

N-V? L (cos \|f) ^ + V? (sin i|r) L + ^Mt 

(I.B.10) 

where A , B and D are given by Eq. (l.B.5). The first two equations 
* to • • 

give L and Ç and the last two give M and N . After some straight- 

1 
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forward algebra it is found that 

average 

average 

= £- r P"20o —^ (9P - 8 + tW- 6p^) sin p# t 
v0 0 0 12 y2 0 0 

= - ^ To'\ ^ (9P + 16 - 6pV2) cos p^t0 

M = 0 
average 

N = 0 
average (l.B.ll) 

The other term r^L) is easily calculated from Eqs. (I.B.8), (l.B.ll) 

and the boundary condition (l.4l) 

2. The following discussion is for the case of p = 0 . 

With the same method, the values of R and 'f> are easily found to be 

R = r tÍ- cos (2cd t + X) p 6 s ' 
0 

K = - h ™ (2¾1 ♦ x> P 3*V0 ' ' s 

(I.B.12) 

where C = B and where X is the phase of the pump relative to the 

phase of the signal. 

The differential equations in R^ and are 

Ri - - 2R^02 = + f- ^02 (V cos (2œst + X) 
0 

LÿS2 cos 'i/ cos (2ü) t + X) 
^ V0 3 

(I.B.13) 

"f>1 + 2^0R1 = -^- I^02 [-\ß sin \lr cos (2cnst + X) + cos i sin (2œ8t + X)], 

Their homogeneous solution is 

R, = L cos (en t + + M 
1 's5 

0 = - Vs L sin (œst + 0 - ^QMt + N 
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Applying the method of variation of parameters yields 

- yi* (sin i|f) L - VF L (cos i|r) ^ = - | L^0 cos \(r cos (2o)gt + X) 

- (cos i|f) L + L (sin i|r) 1 = yf>0 
y? sin i(f cos (2cügt + X) 

cos t sin (2o) t + X) 
• s 

M = L (sin i(r) f; - L cos t 

Ñ = 2 L (cos i|r) £ + 2 (sin \|f) L + ^tM . 

(I.B.15) 

This system is solved for L , M , Ñ and ^ and their time average cal¬ 

culated is the following 

L 
L 

average 

= - L sin X 
y\ß V0 ° 

average 
= - L cos X 

v0 ’"O 

M 

N 

= 0 
average 

= 0 
average 

(I.B.16) 

Equation (1.½) 'is obtained by calculating L , Ç , M and N from 

(I.B.16) and by substituting them back into Eq. (l.B.14). 
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APPENDIX I.C 

.2« 
NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAL /Q exp (a sin u) du 

The term r^L) is given by 

= ri(°) à Cexp (¾ sln ^°)d (2^to). 
COS CÜ t 

s 

Let a be the quantity 

10 - sVF i 

In practice a is larger than 2 , and the curve representing 

exp (a sin P^t^) can be approximated by the triangle B , C , 0 

The integral is then approximately equal to 

à, 

and 

'2jr 10 - L . . K . V ^ 1 /1 _a\ e 

exp 1 ^ sln 14 ^oV “ Ä (5 " x V 

r (0) /lO - L \ 
—- exp -—-I cos a) t . r(L)=^=— expl 

4 V 121/? u 
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PART II : STUDY OF A FAST SPACE-CHARGE WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

CHAPTER VI 

INTRODUCTION 

A. HISTORY 

Bridges'^ built the first beam-type parametric amplifier using space- 

charge waves. He injected an electron beam, which had been modulated at 

twice the signal frequency, through a "floating drift tube" klystron 

cavity. The pumped beam modulated the beam-loading susceptance, existing 

across the second gap of the cavity, at twice the signal frequency. Thus 

a negative conductance was created and amplification could occur. Bridges, 

¡however, did not use fast space-charge waves and the device had no low- 

hoise properties. Ashkin,9’10 using a theory developed by Louisell and 

Quate,^ built an amplifier using the exponential growth of the fast wave 

due to parametric pumping. A first tube was built on the model of a 

klystron where the output cavity was movable and the presence of gain 

was established. Other tubes using fast-wave couplers were built; these 
18 

couplers consisted either of double-gap klystron cavities or of "Komp- 

19 
fner dip" helices followed by a velocity jump. The experimental results 

were satisfactory, except for the noise figure. It was shown theoretically 

and experimentally, by Ashkin, Cook and Louisell, that the higher than 

expected noise level was due to interaction of higher harmonics. 

The theory of a different space-charge wave amplifier will be devel¬ 

oped. The amplifier is of the klystron type. Long interaction cavities, 

studied by Wessel-Berg,19 will be used as fast-wave couplers. The ampli¬ 

fication of the signal lies, as in Bridges’ amplifier, in the creation 

of a negative beam-loading conductance across the cavity. It was hoped 

that gain could occur without any growing waves by the proper combination 

of the four running waves which can exist in the parametrically pumped 

beam. This would differentiate this amplifier from other space-charge 

wave parametric amplifiers. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier uses a cylindrical electron beam immersed in a large 

magnetic field which prevents any transverse motion of the electrons. 

As in Part I, the different components of the amplifier, i.e., the fast- 
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c 
wave couplers and the amplifying section, will be briefly discussed. 

1. Fast-Wave Coupler. 

Wessel-Berg has studied long interaction cavities which support a 

resonant longitudinal electric field. He calculated the coupling coef¬ 

ficient between an electron beam and such a cavity. By a proper choice 

of the parameters these resonant cavities can couple only to the fast 

wave and the power carried by the fast wave can be entirely transferred 

to the load. 

Such a cavity can be constructed with a helix, shorted at both ends 

(Fig. II.1). 

2. Amplifying Mechanism. 

An electron beam injected through a narrow-gap klystron cavity 

creates a beam loading across the cavity which is proportional to the 

dc current Iq . If the beam is 100 per cent modulated at twice the 

signal frequency, that is, if the current varies as 1^ cos 2o)st , the 

beam loading in turn will be proportional to Iq cos 2cüst . The cavity 

is shunted by a susceptance varying at twice the signal frequency and 

amplification can be achieved. 

The same principle, extended to long interaction cavities, is used 

in this amplifier. An rf pumped electron beam is injected into a cavity. 

The beam loading is calculated and it is shown that under certain con¬ 

ditions the real part of the beam loading admittance can be negative. 

The amplifier consists of 3 parts: 

(1) an input fast-wave coupler, 

(2) a fast-wave cavity which modulates the beam at the pump fre¬ 

quency in the form of a fast space-charge wave, and 

(3) an output fast-wave coupler. 
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CHAPTER VII 

FAST-WAVE COUPLERS 

The fast-wave coupler consists of a "long Interaction" klystron 

cavity which supports a longitudinal resonant electric field (Fig. II.l). 

Wessel-Berg^-^ has made a detailed study of cavities of this type. His 

theory can be applied directly to the design of fast-wave couplers. 

A. COUPLING COEFFICIENT 

In a linear theory the rf current can be represented by a sum of 

space-charge waves: 

l(z) = Y I, exp (- jk^z) exp (jost) , (ll.l) 

where l(z) is the rf current at a given frequency cn , at the plane z , 

is the amplitude of the t th space-charge wave, and 

k^ is the propagation constant of the -t th space-charge wave. 

The complex power flow between the beam and the cavity is 

P = 1/2 f E(z)I*(z)dz (II.2) 

where P is the complex power flow, 

E(z) is the longitudinal electric field on the beam axis at the 

frequency cu , and 

L is the length of the cavity. • 

If the theory is linear any of the -t space-charge waves can be excited 

alone if the proper boundary conditions are satisfied. Wessel-Berg has 

normalized the electric field and has defined F(z) by the relation 

E(z) = AVqF(z) (II.3) 

with 

where E(z) is the electric field, 

« 
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Vq is the beam voltage, 

A is a complex coefficient, and 

L is the length of the cavity. 

Wessel-Berg has defined the coupling coefficient ß(k^) as 

e(\) - Í F(z) exp (- jk^z) d,z 

If ß(k^)j = 0 there is no current wave with a propagation constant 

k£ leaving the cavity. He has shown that the beam-loading conductance 

corresponding to the t th wave is proportional to the absolute value 

of the coupling coefficient, |ß(k^)| . The integral 

P = J F(z) exP (" .3¾2) dz 

is a complex number. If both the real and the imaginary part are zero, 

that is, if its absolute value is zero, there is no exchange of real 

energy, on the average, over the whole length of the cavity, between the 

field in the cavity and the t th space-charge wave of the beam. 

With Wessel-Berg's normalization the absolute value of ß , ß0 , 

which is called the coupling coefficient, is always smaller or equal to 

one; = |ß| < 1 • Then if 

there is no 

'at I F(z) exp (- jk^z) dz 

coupling between the circuit and the -t 

= 0 (II.*0 

th space-charge wave. 

B. FAST-WAVE COUPLER 

Wessel-Berg has calculated ßQ , the coupling coefficient, for a 

structure supporting a resonant longitudinal electric field 

E(z) = AV cos ^ z , (II.5) 
OL L 

where n is the length of the cavity in half-circuit wave length. One 

of Wessel-Berg's curves is reproduced, Fig. II.2, and ß^ is plotted as 
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9 1 
a function of a parameter e for different values of n : 

e = 1 —2k 

u 
(II.6) 

where is the phase velocity of the circuit, and 

u is the phase velocity of the space-charge wave, then 

Pq is equal to zero, if e has the following value: 

= _ 2 
n (II.7) 

If u , phase velocity of the slow space-charge wave, satisfies the equa¬ 

tion 

1 

1 (II.8) 

then there is no coupling between the slow wave and the circuit. The 

phase velocities of the slow and fast space-charge waves are 

u 
s 

u 
f 

u„ 

1 + ÛÛ /a) 
q' 

u 
0 

1-0)/(0 
T 

where co is the frequency of the signal, and 

(0^ is the reduced plasma frequency. 

(II.9) 

The amount of coupling to the fast wave is determined easily from the 

curve (Fig. II.2) with 

(II.10) 

Two curves are reproduced (Fig. II.3) which give the coupling coefficient 

ß0 as a function of e for two values of n . If the cavity is short, 

n = 2 for example, the minimum (point A), which gives no coupling to the 

slow wave, is very flat. If the frequency is changed, Eq. (II.8) is still 
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true for all practical purposes, and a relatively large bandwidth can be 

expected. This bandwidth is counterbalanced by poor coupling to the 

fast wave, the curve rises very slowly, and the coupling coefficient for 

the fast wave (point B) is small. If the value of n is large, n = 6 

for example, the minimum is much sharper: the bandwidth will be reduced 

because the relation [Eq. (11.8)] is satisfied only for a relatively 

small change in frequency. But as the curve rises faster for the same 

value of 0) /cd , the coupling to the fast wave is much larger. This is 
Q. 

a design alternative: the bandwidth can be increased to the detriment 

of the amount of coupling to the fast wave or the bandwidth can be re¬ 

duced and the coupling to the fast wave is much greater. 

C. REMOVAL OF THE NOISE FROM THE FAST WAVE 

The noise at the frequency œ can be represented by a current 

source at this frequency. The noise carried by the fast wave is iden¬ 

tified with an rf current I . In order to extract all the noise from 
3. 

the fast wave, at the signal frequency, the total power carried by the 

fast wave must be set equal to the total power absorbed by the cavity. 

The power absorbed will be dissipated in the shunt resistance of the 

cavity and in the load. 

19 
Haus has shown that the power carried by fast space-charge waves 

is given by 

P = 1/2 V/ > (II.11) 

where V^ is the kinetic voltage associated with the fast wave. The 

term Yq is an admittance defined by 

(11.12) 

where 1^ is the dc beam current, and where V^ is the dc beam voltage. 

The kinetic voltage V^. is equal to 

(11.13) 
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Replacing the kinetic voltage V„ by the current I Eq. (ll.ll) becomes 

P = 1/2 
a (11.14) 

The power absorbed in the cavity is given by 
.15 

p'1/2|v|2(y)t’ 
(11.15) 

where Q 

R 
sh 

«L 

is the Q of the cavity 

is the shunt resistance 

is the loaded Q . 

The term |v| has been calculated by Wessel-Berg as 

2 

(n (t. 
Of' 

V2. 

R 

|n| 
-f) (¾)2 (¾)2 ^ 

and 

N 

(11.16) 

where is the coupling coefficient to the fast wave. The two powers 

defined in Eqs. (ll.l4) and (11.15) must be equal. From this condition 

the loaded Q , CL , is given by 

v*p(4- 
œ 

sh/ (P0f) 
(H.!?) 

The fast-wave coupler can be designed from Eqs. (II.8) and (II.I7). 

D. APPLICATION: DESIGN OF A FAST-WAVE COUPLER USING A SHORTED HELIX 

A possible design of a coupler of this type is shown in Fig. II.1. 

It consists of a helix shorted at both ends which is enclosed in a cy¬ 

lindrical cavity. Normally a structure having transverse planes of sym¬ 

metry should be used in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at each 

end. However, a single helix was used here because of the simple formu¬ 

las which describe its properties. If the phase velocity of the helix 
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is small enough, the helix can be characterized by the following equations 

tgt , (11.18) Vph = 

where c is the velocity of light 

t is the pitch angle of the helix; 

L = N2jtatg\|r , 

where L is the length of the helix 

a is the radius of the helix 

N is the number of turns ; and 

n _ p oja 

N “ c 

(11.19) 

(11.20) 

where n is the length of the helix in half-wave length. If o> , the 
Q. 

reduced plasma frequency, is expressed as a function of the perveance K 

and if Eqs. (Il.l8) through (11.20) are used, Eq. (II.8) becomes 

u 
0 

ntgvjr 

c n + 2 - n(tgilf)(R/b)(c/œ). ^3-03 x 10½ 

(11.21) 

where R is the plasma reduction factor 

b is the beam radius 

a» is the frequency in radians/s . 

1. Example: Design of a Fast-Wave Coupler Operating At 900 Mc/s. 

After some investigation the following parameters were chosen: 

œa 
= 0.039 K = 6 x 10-7 

0 u, 
— = 0.077 

c 

n = 4 

- = 0.4 
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Then from Eq. (II.20), we find 

N = 26 

and, from Eg. (II.?) 

a = 2 X 10 

2 1 
6s = ' n = ‘ 2 * 

From Eg. (II.21) the pitch angle can be determined as tg\|r = 0.11 . And 

the pitch of the helix is 

P = 2jtatg\|r = 1-^ X 10-3m , 

From the value of e and e„ = 1 - v ,/u^ and from 
s 0 plv 0 

es " €0 ' |e0 " €f 

the value of can be calculated as = ~ 0.3^- and Pof = 0.08 . 

The Rgk can be calculated from curves in Pierce-1 s book. Then Eg. ( 11.17) 

yields = 35 . The coupler is completely determined by 

radius of the helix a = 2 x 10 m 

pitch of the helix p = 1.4 x lO'^m 

number of turns of the helix N = 26 

loaded Q = 35 . 

The beam must furthermore satisfy the following conditions: 

K: perveance = 6 x 10 

beam diameter: = 1.6 x 10 Jm 

Vq beam potential = I5OO volts . 

2. Bandwidth of the Fast-Wave Coupler. 

The amplitude of the coupling coefficient has been calculated by 

Wessel-Berg. For a structure supporting a sinusoidal resonant field he 
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has found that 

„ , \ 1 1 - e sin njte/2 

P(rej = 1 - €/2 mre/2 ‘ 

At the design frequency cu , 

=0 

(11.22) 

(11.23) 

and there is no coupling to the slow wave. At a different frequency, 

cu + Ao> Eq. (II.23) may not he satisfied any more, and a certain amount 

of coupling to the slow wave is introduced. 

The bandwidth of the coupler is defined as the frequency range over 

which the ratio ßn /ß of the amplitudes of the coupling coefficients 
us ux 

to the slow wave and to the fast wave is smaller than a fixed number M . 

The calculation of the bandwidth is made in Appendix II.A where it 

is found that 

Aœ sin « [(1 - ou /tx>) n] 1 
— < 7 -ä-m . (11.24) 
co Jt [(1 - co^/co) n] n 

Eq. (11.24) is only approximate and only an order of magnitude of the 

bandwidth may be deducted from it. For the best coupling to the fast 
-2 

wave, that is, when €^=0 (Fig. II.3) and for M = 10 , the band¬ 

width becomes 

Aco . 7M 
1 \ • 
co “ n 

(II.25) 

As was described qualitatively, the bandwidth is inversely proportional 

to the number n . For n = 4 , as in the example, the bandwidth is 
_2 

1.7$ with M = 10 . For real, low-noise properties M should be 
-2 

kept at a smaller level than 10 in order to have very little coupling 

to the slow wave. The bandwidth becomes then extremely small, being 

0.17$ only for M = 10"3. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

AMPLIFYING MECHANISM 

A. INTRODUCTION 

If an electron beam is injected through a cavity with a narrow gap 

resonant at the frequency a) , the effect of the beam in the cavity can 

be accounted for by introducing an admittance Y called beam-loading ad¬ 

mittance. This admittance is proportional to the dc current 1^ . If 

the gap is sufficiently small and if the beam is 100$ modulated at the 

frequency 2a> , the beam-loading admittance will be proportional to 

Iq cos 2o3t . The cavity can be represented by the equivalent circuit of 

Fig. II.4. Since the beam loading admittance, Y , varies at twice the 

FIG. II.4--Equivalent circuit for the cavity: 

R-,- is the shunt resistance of the cavity, 
sh 

Y is the beam-loading admittance. 

* 
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resonant frequency, parametric amplification occurs. 

The same process can be used with a long-interaction cavity even 

when the pump is not equal to twice the signal frequency. An electron 

beam is injected through a fast-wave coupler designed to operate at the 

pump frequency . The pump electric field in this cavity excites 

only a fast space-charge wave at the frequency . This beam then 

enters a long-interaction cavity resonant at the signal frequency. The 

current at the signal frequency can be calculated. The power flow between 

the beam and the cavity can be derived and the beam-loa5.ing admittance 

found. It will be shown that under certain conditions its real part can 

be negative if the pump power is large enough. Amplification (or oscil¬ 

lations) occur if the negative beam-loading conductance is smaller (or 

equal) to the combined conductance of the cavity and the load. 

In a first step the differential equation relating the current at 

the signal frequency to the electric field in a resonant cavity will be 

derived. The equation is a fourth-order linear differential equation 

with constant coefficients. Four space-charge waves are present, instead 

of the usual two waves which exist when there is no pumping. The differ¬ 

ential equation is solved and the beam-loading admittance is calculated 

in two cases: 

1. Floating Drift-Tube Klystron Cavity (Fig. II.5). 

This cavity was used by Bridges in his amplifier. An electron 

beam is injected through this cavity with the following conditions: 

(1) a fast wave at the pump frequency exists on the beam, 

(2) the first gap creates only velocity modulation at the signal 

frequency, and 

(3) there are no initial currents at the signal and idler frequencies 

and there is no initial velocity at the idler frequency. 

It will be found that the signal current will not always be 90° 

out of phase with the signal velocity. Then, for conditions which in the 

absence of pump give a reactive beam loading, it is possible to obtain a 

negative conductance giving rise to amplification. 

2. Long-Interaction Klystron Cavity (Fig. II.l). 

A sinusoidal, resonant, electric field exists on the beam axis. 

The current at the signal frequency will be calculated in order to obtain 
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• the complex power flow between the beam and the cavity. From the power 

flow the beam loading can be calculated. For very small pump power the 

beam-loading admittance coincides with the values calculated by Wessel- 

Berg in the nonparametric cases. If the pump power is increased, it is 

possible to obtain, under certain conditions, a negative beam-loading 

conductance. 

B. DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE CURRENT 

DENSITIES 

1. Assumptions. 
15 

The usual small-signal theory is generalized in order to include 

the parametric effect of the pump. The following assumptions are made: 

(1) The beam is immersed in an infinite longitudinal magnetic field 

which forbids any transverse motion of the electrons. 

(2) Even though the beam is of finite size, only the first pair of 

space-charge modes are excited. 

(3) The average charge density in the beam region is zero. The dc 

potential is constant in the cross-section of the beam, and all the elec¬ 

trons have the same dc velocity Uq . 

(4) The theory is limited to the three frequencies interaction 

case; that is, the only effects considered are at the pump, idler, and 

signal frequencies. Terms at the pump frequency arise only from sources 

at that frequency. Terms at the signal and idler frequencies may arise 

from sources at these respective frequencies or from first order inter¬ 

action between the pump and the idler, or between the pump and the signal, 

respectively. 

(5) All second order terms are neglected at the signal and idler 

frequencies. However, all the terms at the pump frequency compatible 

with assumption (4), are kept. 
(6) The pump field is injected in order to create only the fast 

space-charge wave at the pump frequency. 

(7) The dc kinetic energy of the beam is constant. 

2. Derivation of the Differential Equations. 

It is possible to separate the time and z dependence. The total 
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current density l(z,t) can then be written, 

I(M) = I0' tJljLjU) exp (jo^t) + 1^(z) 

+ § [^(2) exP + z) 

+ § ^3(2) exp (jcu^t) + I*{z) 

exp 

exp 

exp 

(- >(11.26) 

where I 1 

V2) 
I2(z) 

I3(2) 

is the dc current density 

is the current density at the signal frequency 

is the current density at the idler frequency, and 

is the current density at the pump frequency. 

The subscript 1 refers to the signal frequency, the subscript 2 to 

the idler frequency, and the subscript 3 to the pump frequency. The 

asterisk represents the complex conjugate. 

The total electron velocity u(z,t) and the total charge density 

p(z,t) are- 

u(z,t) = uQ + i £[u,(z) exp (jisgt) + U£*(z) exp (- jaj^tjJ (II.27) 

{1= 1,2,3) 

where Uq is the dc velocity of the electrons and u^(z) the rf velocity 

at the frequency . 

P(z>t) = p0,+ ~ ^ [p^,(z) exP (J^) + P^*(z) exP (- J^)] , (II.28) 

where is the dc charge density and 

is the rf charge density at the frequency 0)0 

The current density is related to the charge density and the electron 

velocity by the relation 

I(z,t) = p(z,t) u(z,t) . (II.29) 
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The values of l(z,t) , p(z,t) and u(z,t) are calculated from Eqs. 

(11.26), (II.27), (II.28) and are substituted in Eq. (II.29), then 

l(z,t) = I0' + i ^ I^(z) exp (Jo^t) + I^*(z) exp (- jcogt) 

l L 

= < u0 + I X [um(z) exp + V(z) exp <■ 
m 

(II.30) 

x< p0 + i ï [•■ (z) exp ( jo) t) + p *(z) exp (- jo) 
n 

l,m,n = 1,2,3 

Equation (II.30) is an identity in time; the terms of same time depen- 

dance can be identified. The dc term gives 

V = P0U0 + Í [U3^Z^ p3*(z^ + p3(z) u3*(z) • (II.31) 

The term at the signal frequency is 

Vz) = Vl(Z) + + I ^-((2) p2*(+ (=3(55) u2*(z) (II.32) 

The first two terms of the right hand side are the small-signal terms 

which are usually found; the last term represents the interaction between 

the pump and the idler. In the same way it is found that 

I2(z) = uQp2(z) + PqU2(z) + i u3(z) P-j^z) + P3(z) ^*(2)] 

The current density at the pump frequency is 

1^(z) = u0p3(z) + P0u3(z) 

(11.33) 

(II.3M 

To neglect the second order terms at the signal and idler frequency is 

equivalent to state that as far as Eq. (11.3^) is concerned, the pump 

wave is not perturbed by the presence of the signal or the idler. 

The rf velocity at the idler frequency, u2*(z) , can be calculated 

from the complex conjugate of Eq. (11.33) and substituted in Eq. (II.32). 
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Then the result is 

Ljjz) = 

1 p3(z) u3*(z) 

uo " 7 " 
^ Pa 

^(z) 

1 P3(z) p3*(z) 

(11.35) 

^P3(Z) 

p0 

1 

P2*(z) + - P3(z) I2*(z) > 
2p0 

where z) is the current density at the signal frequency. The equa¬ 

tion of continuity, 

ç.l(z,t) = - ^ (z,t) , (11.36) 

where l(z,t) is the total current density, and p(z,t) the total charge 

density, can be split in its different time varying components. Thus 

öl^( z) dl^(z) 

òz dz 

jo^p^(z) (11.37) 

I = 1,2,3 

where the partial derivatives have been replaced by the total derivative, 

1^(z) being now a function of one variable only. 

The equation of motion is 

MMl = £KJ(z,t) , (11.38) 
dt m T 

• 

where u(z,t) is the total electron velocity and 

ET'(z,t) is the total electric field, in the z direction. Thus 

Em'(z,t) can be written 

ET'(z,t) = E’(z,t) + Eg'(z,t) , 

where E'(z,t) 

Es'(z,t) 

is the total external electric field, and 

is the total space-charge field. 

(11.39) 
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The space-charge field is related to the charge density by the equa¬ 

tion 

\J * = > (11.4()) 

when £q is the dielectric constant of free space. Equation (ll.40) can 

be separated in its various time dependent components, so that 

d po(z) 

- l'Ut1»- (11.41) 
dz 

I = 1,2,3 

where E i(z) is the electric space-charge field varying at the frequency 

<jd£ . Then p^( z) can be expressed as a function of 1^( z) from Eq. 

(11.37)- Equation (ll.4l) becomes 

= I I i ^(z) exp ¿ ^ exp (‘ 
I L 

% 

1= 1,2,3 - 

The terms E^(z) and E^*(z) are defined by the following equation: 

(11.42) 

E ' s (z,t) =1 £ 

l 
Es^(z) exp (Jíügt) + Es^ (z) exp (- jo^t) (11-43) 

1,2,3 

and can be written, from Eq. (11.42), as 

Es£(z) = 4^(z) 

and 

e3i<z’ =-4v<z) • 

In the same fashion, E'(z,t) may be defined as 

(11.44) 

' (z,t) = § Y jE^(z) exp (jcü|0 + E^*(z) exp (- jo^t) . (11.45) 

I ¿=1,2 

It has been assumed that there is no applied field at the pump frequency. 
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r 

The equation of motion (II.38) can now be separated in its various time 

varying components 

JcojUjU) + u0 
du ,t(z) 

dz 

1 d 
- — [u (z) up*(z)] = - 

2 dz -5 m L€0^ 

E^(z) 

¿ = 1,2 (11.½) 

for the signal frequency (¿ = l) and the idler frequency (¿ = 2) . 

With the first order approximation of this theory (assumption 5) the 

equation for the pump frequency is 

jo>u3(z) + uQ 
du3(z) 

dz 

e 

m 

’¿13(2)' 

L eo“3 J 

(h At) 

Equation (llA?) is the usual small-signal equation one would obtain 

without parametric effect. The terms uJz) and p^z) can be calculated 

from Eqs. (II.3*0 (II.37) 

u ,(2) .-[13(^ - Vs'O 

u (z) = — 

P0 L 

(11.48) 

It has been assumed that the pump field is applied to the beam in such 

a way that only the fast space-charge wave is excited. This can be 

achieved by a fast-wave coupler, and it follows that 

I3(z) = ml0 exp [- j(k3 - ^3)2] > (11.49) 

where m is a complex number independent of z 

I, is equal to the product PqUq (which is different from the 

total dc current 1^') 

is the propagation constant at the pump frequency k^ = o^/Uq 

K. - 
q3 

is the reduced plasma propagation constant at the pump fre¬ 

quency 

% 

kd3 = R3 ' 
uo 

(11.50) 
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where is the plasma reduction factor. Then from Eqs. (11.37) and 

(11.48), it follows that 

> 
(11.51) 

It has "been implicitly assumed that the fast wave at the pump frequency 

is identical to the wave obtained in a nonparametric beam under small- 

signal assumptions. As a consequence, m is not dependent on z , and 

the products u^z) u3*(z) and u^z) p3*(z) are independent of z . 

This assumption is compatible with the assumptions made before. In par 

ticular, the dc kinetic energy is constant along the beam 

(z) u3(z)J = constant. 

Some new parameters used by Louisell and Quate will be introduced: 

(II-52) 

and 

(11.53) >• 

Since the different quantities vary like exp [- jk^l - 0^) z] at the 
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pump frequency, the result is 

« 

exp [- (l ± a^) z] at the signal frequency 

exp [- jk2 (1 ± Cfc^) z] at the idler frequency 
(without parametric effect). 

The parameters and a^ measure the difference in phase velocity be¬ 

tween the pump, on one hand, and the unperturbed signal and idler, on the 

other hand. Then, a^ and a^ are calculated approximately with the 

relations used by Louisell:^ 

a 
1 

v 1 ~ exp I- ^[(1 + v)/v] 

1 + V 1 - exp (- 0.7 k^b) 

1 1 ~ exP {- °-7[(l + v)/vJ kj^b^ 

1 + v 1 - exp (- 0.7 kjb/v) 

(11.5^) 

where b is the beam radius, v =• o^/o^ . A differential equation in 

L^z) and E^z) can be derived from Eqs. (II.35), (II.37), and(ll.5l). 

The algebra is carried out in detail in Appendix II.B. The final result 

with the following change of variables, 

is 

I^z) = i-^z) exp [- ^1^(1 - a^)z}\ 

I*{t) = i*(z) exp [+ jk2(l - Q^)z] j, 
(11.55) 
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If an external field at the idler frequency exists, the current at 

• 2 
the signal frequency depends on m instead of depending on ¡m| 

With 

V = 1 and E1(z) = E2*(z) = 0 , 

the equation is the same as the one derived by Louisell and Quate. As 

a check on the equation let 

V = 1 m = 0 j 

then Eq. (11.56) must reduce to the ordinary equation 

7?+ ^ "¡7 ‘ l*1 'k*)Il<z) 5 Jkl 77El(z) ’ (II‘57) 

With V =■ 1 and m = 0 , Eq. (II.56) becomes 

dV(z) 2 d2i (z) I /d2 d\ 

-V" + 4kql -V" = Jkl “ ~2 ‘ 2Jkql “ El(z) exp [+ JM1 ’ ai)z]' 
dz qi dz¿ 1 2Vq ydz qi dz / 1 1 X 

(II.58) 

Equations (11.57) snd (II.58) have the same homogeneous solution. To 

check the inhomogeneous part, 

E(z) exp [+ jk^ (1 - a ) z] 

can be calculated from Eq. (11.57) and substituted in Eq. (II.58). If 

this is done, the result is the identity 0=0 which proves that the 

two equations have the same solutions. 
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C. CALCULATION OF THE BEAM-LOADING ADMITTANCE IN A "FLOATING DRIFT TUBE" 

KLYSTRON CAVITY 

1. Description of the Problem. 

Bridges' parametric amplifier^ consisted of two cavities. The first 

cavity modulated the beam at the pump frequency. This beam was then in¬ 

jected through a "floating drift tube" klystron cavity (Fig. II.5). It 

is shown that parametric pumping can create a negative beam-loading 

conductance across the second gap leading to amplification ( or oscillations). 

A "floating drift tube" klystron cavity consists of one resonant 

cavity with two narrow gaps (Fig. II.5). Depending on the resonant mode 

of the cavity, the rf voltage V1 across the first gap and the rf vol¬ 

tage Vg across the second gap have a constant phase difference. For 

example, the phase difference between and can be 0° for the 

"0" mode of oscillation or l80° for the "n" mode of oscillation. 

Tlje two gaps are infinitely narrow; that is, the dc transit time of an 

electron through the gap will be much smaller than an rf cycle at the 

pump frequency. 

2. Derivation of the Current Density. 

The z axis of coordinates is the electron beam ax^s. The first 

gap is located at the plane z = 0 , the second gap at the plane z = L . 

z = 0 

-3*- Z 

z = L 

At the first gap (z = 0) the following boundary conditions exist: 

the current density at the signal frequency is i^(0) 

the current density at the idler frequency is i2*(0) 

the rf velocity at the signal frequency is v^(0) 

the rf velocity at the idler frequency is v2*(0) . 
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First gap 

FIG. II.5—"Floating drift tube" klystron cavity. 
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Betveen gap I and gap II the electron team drifts and is not subjected to 

any rf field. Equations (II.B.5) and (II.B.6) in Appendix II.B give 

d2i (z) ( |in|2>\ 

h / dz 

j 

|m| \ 3 

1 ' ¡7 r T/* 4 ^ 

m 

+ — 
2 

- JV 
d2i0*(z) 
—+ 2 (a 1^)( V - l) 

dz -5 

di2*(z) 

dz 

M‘ 
+ o (^a n-3- — i2^(z) =S3 

► (11.59) 

d2i *(z) ( |m|2\di?*(z) 

- jv —“2 + 2 (a 1 + - 
dz V 1 dz 

j ? 

- - <kl°3) 

h \ 3 
1--5(1-+ - |m| 

a22 \ b I k 
'(z) 

> (II.60) 

1# 

+ J 

d2i1(z) [1 \ di (z) 

+ 2 (a k,) - - 1 - 
dz2 ^ 1 \v / dz 

(k a )2 / i ml2 
= 0 

[The same approximations leading to Eq. (II.B.10) have been made.] The 

amplitudes of the four waves, which then exist at the signal frequency, 

will be calculated as a function of tne boundary conditions. The quan¬ 

tities i^(z) [l = 1,2,3) vere defined by the relation 

I^(z) = i^(z) exp [- jk^ (1 - 0^) z] (II.6l) 

where Io(z) is the current density at the frequency . It should 
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be pointed out that each of the four waves can exist independently with 

(n) 
the proper boundary conditions. The amplitudes i ^ of the modified cur¬ 

rent density at the signal frequency, which were defined by 

i^z) = i(^(z) = i^exp (11.62) 

(n) (n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

will be calculated. The straightforward algebra is carried out in Appen¬ 

dix II.C. The four equations defining the four i^ are: 

I 
(n) 

¿(n) 
0) 

Y A(n)i(^ = mi2^(0) 
(n) 

y B(n)>) = Í2- V (0) 

(n) a3U0 

y 
(n) a3U0 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 . 

(11.63) 

The special case, 

V°) = = v2*(°) ^ 0 ^ vi(°) / 0 ^ 

is studied in detail. There.exists no current modulation initially on the 

beam and the first gap produces only velocity modulation at the signal fre¬ 

quency. The system of Eq. (II.63) becomes 

I ^ 
(n) 

= 0 c(n)i(j) = 0 

(n) 

y =0 y B(n)i(J) =-2-v^O) 
► (11.64) 

(n) (n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 . 

a3u0 
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The A's , the C's and the B's are defined in Appendix II.C. The total 

current density at the signal frequency is 

L^z) = < ^ i^ exp |+ ja^w^^zj 

(n) 

►exp [- (1 - 0^) z] . (11.65) 

As a check, it can easily be shown that the system (II.63) reduces to the 

equations obtained in the normal space-charge wave theory when v = 1 , 

a^ = a^ = 1 and m = 0 . 

3. Discussion of the Results. 

The fast and slow space-charge wave combine in such a way that the 

current is always 90° out of phase with the velocity if allowance is 

made for the phase shift due to the dc transit time, exp (- jk^z) . The 

current components due to the two space-charge waves, in absence of para¬ 

metric pumping are shown in vector form, Fig. II.9. The current is max¬ 

imum for a drift space length of an odd number of quarter reduced plasma 

wavelength, 

L = P = 1,3,5 

By changing the dc velocity, the dc transit angle a can be changed. 

If the cavity oscillates in a zero mode of oscillation, that is if 

the voltages across the first and second gap, and , are in phase, 

it can be shown that for 

(a), a radians 

n = 0,1,2,3 . •. 

the current i^ at the second gap is l80° out of phase with the 

voltage Vg across the second gap. The ratio rea^ ne®a” 

tive: the tube works as an oscillator. It can be shown that for 

(b). a = (2n + l) jt radians 

n = 0,1,2,3 ••• , 

the ratio now imaSlnary an<i positive. The beam-loading 
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admittance is purely reactive. For the case 

(c). a = (2n + 2) it radians 

n = 1,2,3 ... , 

again the beam-loading admittance is imaginary but negative. 

If the pump power is applied to the beam, instead of the two normal 

space-charge waves, there exist four waves. These waves, components of 

the current density at the signal frequency, are shown in vector form, 

Fig. II.6. It can be seen that when the pump power is increased the 

total current at the signal frequency is not always 90° out of phase 

with the velocity modulation at the first gap. As a consequence for a 

cavity of length p in the zero mode of oscillation and a transit 

angle a = (2n ± l) it , the current can be decomposed into two components; 

one component is 90° out of phase with the voltage across the second 

gap and one component is l80° out of phase with the voltage Vg across 

the second gap. Then, for a given set of parameters which in the absence 

of pump gives rise to a purely reactive beam loading (ii/Vg Purely im_ 

aginary), the presence of the pump gives rise to a beam loading which is 

complex, the real part being negative. Thus, parametric amplification 

may be obtained. This phenomenon was first seen by Bridges, who designed 

and built parametric amplifiers based on this principle. 

4. Example. 

Equation (lI.C.9) v&s solved on a Burroughs 220 digital computer and 

the values w^ were used to solve the system of Eq. (11.64). The am¬ 

plitude and the phase of the i^' were calculated, with the condition 

— V (0) = 1 . 

a3u0 

The origin of phase was v^O) (or V1 voltage across the first gap). 

The current density at the signal frequency was calculated for several 

values of L : distance between the gaps. A specific example was chosen; 

that is, the values of l/v = cUg/o^ , |m| and k^b vere defined to be 

1 au 
- = — = 2.0 |m| = 0.04 , 0.6 , 0.92 iLjb = 1.0 . 
V ca 
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Figure II.6 gives the amplitude and the phase of the current density 

at the signal frequency as a function of L , distance between the gaps, 

for three values of |m|. These results are plotted in Fig. II.7» In- the 

calculations the variation exp (- jl^L) which represents the dc transit 

time has been omitted. 

For a small value of the pump power ([m| = 0.02) the current and the 

velocity are always 90° out of phase as in the nonparametric case. When 

the pump level is increased, the amplitude of the current increases and 

the phase angle between the current and the velocity is not always 90 . 

The amplitude and the angle difference increase with the pump power. 

Figure II.8 gives the amplitude and the phase of the four space- 

charge waves. By adding the phasors representing these waves, the total 

current density at the signal frequency is obtained (Fig. II.6 and Fig. 

II.7). The phasors are drawn in Fig. II.9« It can te seen that, for 

low pump power, two of the current waves are similar to the normal slow 

and fast space-charge waves and that the patterns of Fig. II.9a and 

II.9b are similar. But in Fig. II.9c and in Fig. II.9d the pattern is 

different. At L = 0 , for example, the total current density is zero 

due to the coalescence of three waves, two of which are off the axis, 

(the fourth wave is of negligible amplitude). 

It should be noted, furthermore, that the maximum amplitude of the 

current occurs, in the example chosen, for a drift space which is longer 

than a quarter-plasma wavelength when the pump power is at a high level. 

For a drift space l/4 of a plasma, wavelength long and a dc transit 

angle of (2n ± l) radians (n = 1,2,3 ...), the ratio i^Vg of the 

current to the voltage across the second gap has a real part which is 

negative. Amplification (or oscillations) at the signal frequency be¬ 

comes possible if the cavity is in the "0" mode. 

D. CALCULATION OF THE BEAM-LOADING ADMITTANCE IN A LONG INTERACTION 

CAVITY SUPPORTING A SINUSOIDAL AXIAL ELECTRIC FIELD 

1. Definition of the Beam-Loading Admittance. 

The electric field will be written using Wessel-Berg’s normalization 

E(z) = AV0F(z) , (11.66) 

where A is a complex normalizing constant 
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FIG. II.7--Current density at the signal frequency as a function of the length 

of the drift space, for different amplitudes of the pump. 
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Vq is the dc potential of the cavity 

F(z) is the normalized longitudinal electric field. 

It is assumed that the electric field in the cavity varies as 

E,(z) = AV„ ^cos ^ z , (11.67) 
1 U L Jj 

where L is the length of the cavity in meters, and 

n is the length of the cavity in half-circuit wavelength. 

The voltage "across" the cavity is defined hy the following equation: 

rL 
= L / E (z)E *(z) dz . (11.68) 

This definition coincides with the usual one 

(11.69) 

when the electric field is a constant. Using Eq. (II.67) the square of 

the voltage becomes 

2 
2 njtz 

cos -dz 

L 
(II.7O) 

Let be the time average of the complex power flow between the beam 

and the cavity at the signal frequency 

(II.7I) 

With these definitions, the beam-loading admittance is 

(II.72) 

If the real part of Y1 is positive, the cavity delivers energy to the 

beam, and if it is negative, the beam delivers energy to the circuit. 
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Equations (il.70) and (il.72) yield 

2p 

h = -0-2- (^.73) 
A\ 

It is helpful, furthermore, to normalize the heam-loading admittance to the 

beam admittance Gq = Iq/Vq j then 

2P 

G0 AVo 

(11.7^) 

2. Calculation of the Beam-Loading Admittance. 

This calculation will be made in two steps: 

(1) calculation of the current, at the signal frequency, in the 

cavity, and 

(2) computation of the complex power flow. 

In the calculation of the current density at the signal frequency, the cur¬ 

rent will be obtained by solving Eq. (II.56): 

^ ^( z) (¾)2 

dz^ V 

+ V 
¿\(z) 

dz2 
+ 2j 

.Vo 

2V„ 

X 1 

dz 

M2\ 3 

4 / dz 
1 - 

+ - m 
W 4 i ^(z) exp [+ jkjjl - a^) z] (II.75) 
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This equation will be solved by using the Laplace transform method which 

takes the boundary conditions directly into account. 

It is assumed that there is no initial current and no initial velocity 

at the signal and idler frequencies. This statement is expressed mathe¬ 

matically by the following equations: 

Ix (* * 0) = 0 , 

I2* (z = 0) = 0 , 

dl 
1 > 
± (z = 0) = 0 , 

dz 

dl2* 

dz 

(z = 0) = 0 , 

(11.76) 

where the plane z = 0 is the input plane. 

The lengthy but straightforward algebra is carried out in Appendix 

II.D. It is found that the current density at the signal frequency is 

given by 

z) 

exp [j(a^n^ - 1 + a^) k-jz] 

- G^n+^ exp (+ jyl^z) - G^n ^ exp (- jyk^z) 

(n) = 1,2,3,^ . (11.77) 

where w^ , , G^n+^ and G^n~^ are given in Appendix II.D. 

The complex power flow between the cavity and the beam can easily # 

be calculated from Eq. (II.7U), as both the electric field E^z) and 

the current density 1-^( z) are known. 

The beam-loading admittance defined by Eq. (11.7*0 can easily be 
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calculated, and it is found that 

- 1 + + y) Lk^] - ÍJ 

- 1 + a3 - y) LLjJ - ^ , 

- 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

G0 = Iq/Vq 1:360111 admittance (11.78) 

where 

,(n*) 
K 
(n) 

5 n -1 + a3 + y] 

»(n-) 
(a) K 

j[a3w(n) - 1 + a3 - y] 

Q(n) = G(n+) + G(n"^ 

(11.79) 

The beam-loading admittance is the sum of four terms. Each term corres¬ 

ponds to one of the four space-charge waves. The situation is identical 

to the nonparametric case where the total beam-loading admittance is the 

sum of two terms: one corresponds to the fast space-charge wave, the 

other to the slow space-charge wave. The fast space-charge wave which 

carries positive power gives rise to a positive beam-loading conductance; 

the slow space-charge wave which carries negative power creates a nega¬ 

tive beam-loading conductance. The sign of the total beam-loading con¬ 

ductance depends on the amount of coupling to each wave. If the coupling 

is primarily to the fast wave, it is positive, and if it is primarily to 

the slow wave, it is negative. 

For the parametric case there exist four waves, and the sign of the 

beam-loading admittance depends on the amount of coupling to each wave. 

Numerical calculations were made for a cavity designed to couple only 

to the unperturbed fast wave. 
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3. Discussion of the Results. 

The team-loading admittance was calculated from Eq. (II.78) with an 

IBM 650 and a Burroughs 220 digital computer. 

Five normalized parameters are necessary to define the problem; 

these are: 

(1) V = ciij/Vj , the ratio of the signal to the idler frequency, 

(2) |m]2 , the amplitude of the pump signal, 

(3) n , the length of the cavity in half-circuit wavelength, 

(M Vy = U(/Vph,^e ra^0 dc velocity of the electrons to 

the phase velocity of the circuit, 

(5) kjb , where b is the beam radius and = . 

The real and imaginary parts of the normalized beam-loading admittance 

Y/Gq can be calculated for different values of the parameters. If three 

of the parameters are held constant, the real and imaginary part of the 

admittance can be plotted as a function of a fourth parameter for differ¬ 

ent values of the last unused parameter. 

a. Beam-loading admittance as a function of v = o^/o^ . 

The normalized beam radius, the normalized phase velocity of the 

circuit and the length of the cavity are held constant. The beam-loading 

admittance can be plotted as a function of v = for different 

values of the pump power. 

For very small pump power, the admittance must be equal to the values 

found in the nonparametric case, and its value should be independent of 

the parameter v . 

Figures II.10 and II.11 give the beam-loading conductance and sus¬ 

ceptance as a function of v for the following values of the parameters; 

n = k 

y = 0.75 

tjb = 1 . 

2 -4 
For a small pump power ((m| = 1.6 x 10 ) the conductance and suscep¬ 

tance are independent of v and their value is the same as the ones 
p 

found by Wessel-Berg. If the pump strength is increased to |m| = 0.84 , 

both the real and imaginary part of the beam-loading admittance vary 

with v . 
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b. Beam-loading admittance as a function of n length of the cavityj 
2 

the quantities v , |m| , y and k^b are held constant. 

The following values of the parameters have been chosen: 

V = 0.95 

|m|2 = 1.6 X 10"3 

y = 1 

l^b = 10”3 (thin beam). 

The beam-loading admittance has, been plotted as a function of the length 
2 

n of the cavity, Figs. 11.12 and II.13. The small value of |m] was 

chosen in order to check that the beam-loading obtained was the same as 

the one obtained by Wessel-Berg; in the nonparametric case. It was found 
2 

that for the very small value of |m| used this was true, 

c. Beam-loading admittance as a function of 

The ratio v = of the signal to the idler frequency, the 

length of the cavity n , and the beam dimension k^b are held constant; 
1 g 

the beam-loading is plotted against y for different values of |m] 

These curves can easily be compared to Wessel-Berg's, as his para¬ 

meter e is related to y by 

2 
It is found that for small values of |m| the values of the beam¬ 

loading admittance check extremely well with the values obtained for the 

nonparametric case. The beam-loading conductance is positive (as should 

be expected because the cavity couples only to the unperturbed fast space 

charge wave) except for the values of y which give zero conductance in 

the nonparametric case. 

For small values of n , relatively short cavities, the effect of 

the parametric pumping remains small even for large values of the pump 

power (Figs. II.14 and 11.15). 

Parametric pumping creates four waves propagating as exp [jP^z] 

Two waves always have a real P and the two others may have real or 
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FIG. II.l4--Beam-load.ing conductance versus circuit phase velocity (y)„ 
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FIG. II.I7—Beam-loading susceptance versus circuit phase velocity (y). 
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FIG. 11.20—Beam-loading conductance versus circuit phase velocity (y). 
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FIG. II.21--Beam-loading susceptance versus circuit phase velocity (y). 
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complex propagation constants. In either case, if the cavity is short, 

the parametric effect cannot become very large. 

When the length of the cavity increases, as for example, when n = 10 

(Figs. II.I6 and 11.17), the difference between the beam-loading admittance 

for small and large values of |m| increases. In the case where 

l/v = 1.05 , n = 10 , k^b = 10"^ a large negative value of the beam¬ 

loading conductance can be obtained for y = 1 . It should be noticed 

that the parametric effect on the conductance which is a second order 

effect becomes large only in a region where the beam-loading conductance 

in the absence of parametric pumping is small. It corresponds too, to 

a region where the coupling coefficient is small. 

For large values of n (a = 20 for example) a large effect of the 

pumping may be noticed in Figs. II.l8 and 11.19 and a very small change 

in the beam loading exists in Figs. 11.20 and 11.21. The difference is 

due to the fact that for a thin beam (k^b = 10 ) two of the waves are 

growing and decaying waves, whereas in the thick beam (k^b = 50) the 

propagation constants of the four waves are real. The change in phase 

velocity of the waves due to parametric pumping is not large enough to 

create a substantial change in the beam loading, even though the beam¬ 

loading conductance becomes slightly negative (Fig. 11.20). 

For the thin beam (Fig. II.I8) there exists a large change in the 

beam-loading conductance, due to the presence of the growing and decaying 

wave. 

A cavity can be built with the following parameters (Figs. II.l8 

and II.I9): 

V = 0.95 

n = 20 

k.b = 10'3 

y = 1 

For these values the beam-loading conductance is (y/Gq) — - 0.75 

and the imaginary part is Im (y/Gq) ~ 0 . The large negative beam¬ 

loading conductance is the basis of the amplifying device and the zero 

beam-loading susceptance means that there will be no detuning due to the 

presence of the beam. It should be noted that a large number of approxi- 
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mations have been made in the derivation of this result and that the re¬ 

sults of the calculations are only an approximation. 

It was shown that the beam-loading admittance can be written as the 

sum of four terms: 

,(n) bl 
fí °° ’ 

(n) 
where Y /gq represents the contribution to the total beam loading due 

to the n th wave. The four waves, corresponding to the homogeneous 

solution of Eq. (II.56), propagate as 

exp [- (1 - a^) z] exp [jw^n^k 
ql 

,( n) 
where the 1 are the roots of Eq. (II.C.9). A numerical example is 

used to illustrate the distribution of the total beam-loading conductance 

among the different waves. Consider the case where 

V = 0.95 

l^b = 10"3 

n = 20 . 

The w^n^ can be calculated for different values of |m|2 : 

wave no. 

1 

2 

Iml2 = l6 X 10'^ 

2.1 

2.0 

|mj = 0.84 

2.1 

2.0 

j O.03 - 1.6 X 10"5 j 0.69 + 4 X 10-^ 

-4 
^ - j 0.03 - 1.6 X 10"^ - j O.69 + 4 X 10 

The waves numbered 1 and 2 correspond to what Louisell^ has called 

the slow modes, and the numerical values agree with the ones he found. 

1 
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The components of the beam loading corresponding to these waves for 

different values of y = u0/vph shown in the following table (where 

only the real part is tabulated): 
values of y = u^/v , 

wave no. 0.95 0-97 1-° 

|m|2 = 16 X 10~k 

1 

2 

3 

4 

2 X lO"^ 3 X 10’6 5 X 10 ^ 

0 o o 

277.2 79-06 21.280 

- 275-9 - 78-51 - 21.282 

|m)2 = 0.84 

1 

2 

3 

4 

7x10"^ 1.4 X 10'3 2 X 10-^ 

-3.x IO-5 - 5 X 10’6 - 8 X 10 5 

11.24 3-19 °-831 

- 9.85 - 2.149 - 1.54 

The beam-loading conductance corresponding to the slow modes (waves 

1 and 2) is extremely small; this confirms the assumptions of Louisell, 

who stated that the pump had very little effect on these waves because 

their phase velocities are different from the phase velocities of the 

fast modes (waves 3 and 4). The fast waves are extremely sensitive to 

the pump power, and their action is the important phenomenon in the 

parametric pumping. Wave 3 , corresponding to a decaying wave, gives 

a positive beam-loading conductance and can be said to carry positive 

power. The fourth wave gives a negative beam-loading conductance. It 

is mainly the amount of coupling to each of the fast modes which deter¬ 

mines the sign of the beam loading. Stronger interaction with wave 4 

for y = 1 creates the negative conductance Re (y/Gq) ~ - 0.7 which 

will be used for parametric amplification. As was stated previously, 

this wave is obtained by making the sum of the contributions from 

each wave 
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CHAPTER IX 

TENTATIVE DESIGN OF THE SPACE-CHARGE WAVE PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER 

Parametric pumping creates, under certain conditions, a negative 

beam-loading conductance in a long-interaction klystron cavity. If this 

cavity is used with a circulator (Fig. 11.22) any signal applied to arm 

No. 1 is fed into the cavity and any signal coming out of the cavity is 

directed toward the load (arm No. 2). 

Cavity 

FIG. II.22--Input-output cavity. 

An approximate equivalent for the cavity is shown (Fig. II.23a) when 

the pump power is zero. The generator is represented by a current source 

i with an internal conductance G ; G . is the shunt conductance of the 
g g sn 
cavity and GL is the load conductance. The term Y^Q is the beam¬ 

loading admittance with no pump present; its real part is positive since 

the cavity does not couple at all with the slow space-charge wave. At 

resonance, neglecting the detuning effect of the beam-loading susceptance, 
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the equi-vaient circuit is shown in Fig. II.23b. The available power in 

such a circuit is 

i 2 

Power available in = . (II.80) 

g 

When the pump power is turned on, the equivalent circuit at resonance 

is shown in Fig. II.23c, neglecting again the beam-loading susceptance. 

The conductance - GjUl2) is the negative conductance introduced by 
® I i2 

the parametric pumping; its value depends on the level of the pump I ml . 

The output power is 

P 
out 

(11.81) 

where i is the current in the load. The gain, defined as 
L 

gain = 
' out 

(11.82) 

available in 

can easiiy be calculated from Eqs. (II.80) and (II.81): 

gain 

4GtG 
L g 

[0g * Gsh * GL - GB(H2)12 

(11.83) 

where is the load conductance 

is the internal conductance of the generator 

is the shunt conductance of the cavity 

is the beam-loading conductance due to the parametric 

pumping. 

The start oscillation condition is obtained when gain is infinite. That 

is, where 

|Gb| (¾) start Gg + Gsh + G: 

when |gb| < (GB)gtart , amplification occurs, 

depends on the strength of the pump field, as 

and the small-signal gain 

G is a function of 
B 
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(a) 

i 
g 

(b) 

FIG. II.23--Equivalent circuits of the output cavity. 

(a) No Pump Power 

(b) No Pump Power at Resonance 

(c) Resonance and Pump Power Present 
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The design of the parametric amplifier is slightly different from 

the standard design since one cavity can be considered as being, at the 

same time, the input cavity, the amplifying region and the output cavity. 

A schematic of the parametric amplifier is shown in Fig. 11.24. 

The first cavity (l) is used to remove the noise from the fast space- 

charge wave at the signal frequency. The second cavity (la) removes 

the noise at the idler frequency. When the idler and signal frequencies 

are not very different, that is, when the idler frequency falls within 

the bandwidth of the first cavity (l), the second cavity (la) can be 

suppressed. The third cavity (ll) impresses on the beam a fast space- 

charge wave at the pump frequency and this fast wave will react with the 

signal frequency in the last cavity (ill) to create the parametric amp¬ 

lification. 

For a numerical example, let the signal frequency be ^ = 900 Mc/s 

and the ratio v of the signal to the idler frequency be v = 0.95 . 

A. COUPLER (I). 

The design of the first coupler which removes the noise at the sig¬ 

nal frequency was given in Chapter VII. It was found that: 

-3 
a (radius of the helix) = 2 x 10 m 

-3 
p (pitch of the helix) = 1.3 X 10 m 

N (number of turns of the helix) = 

(loaded Q) = 10 

The following values were chosen for the perveance of the electron gun 

K , the beam diameter 2b, and the beam potential Vq . 

K (perveance) = 6 x 10 mks 

„•a 

2b (beam diameter) = 1.6 x 10 "'m 

Vq (beam voltage) = 1500 volts. 

B. COUPLER (la). 

As the signal and idler frequencies are very close and since the 

loaded Q, : û of the first cavity is low, there is no need for this 
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coupler. The noise at the signal and at the idler frequency will be ex 

tracted by the first cavity. 

C. COUPLER (II). 
-3 

The radius of the helix will be a = 2 x 10 in as for the first 

cavity. For a cavity 2 wavelengths long (n = 4), the number of turns 

will be determined from Eq. (II.20): 

N = 2^1 = 27 * 

With a ratio b/a of the beam to the circuit radius of 0.4 (determined 

in the first coupler), the reduction factor R equals 0.27 . Then 

from Eq. ( 11.21), tgi|; equals 0.105 , and the pitch of the helix is 

p = 2jra tgt = 1.3 m/m . There is no restriction on the loaded Q of 

the cavity, except for the impedance matching between the cavity and the 

pump generator. 

D. INPUT-OUTPUT COUPLER (ill). 

The following parameters were chosen in the preceding paragraph: 

u_ U- V , 0,., 0 ph 
y = - = 1 then — = 

Ph 
c c 

al = 1 

n = 20 . 

From the definition of = o^/o^ it is found that 

(n + 2 
a„ = a. 

as = 1 

3 1 \ n 

œ , 
«i = a = ^ 

“l 

y - 1 = o.i 

o.i 

The condition y = 1 transforms Eq. (II.21) into 

n + 2 
= 1 

2NR (a A)(U0/C)V 3.03 X 10 K 
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where a/b , u^/c and K have already been determined. The reduction 

factor is found to be R = 0.15 and, with the same helix radius 

a = 2 X 10"^m , N = 266 . The pitch angle is given by 

p = 2natgt = 0.97 X 10 m . 

Using the relation 

cu a 

— = R - 

cd b (o/uq) a 

it cart be verified that 

= 0.1 — Oij . 

The table below presents a summary of all the conditions: 

COUPLER I COUPLER II COUPLER III 

Description Removes the noise 

at the signal and 

idler frequencies. 

Impresses the 

fast wave at the 

pump frequency. 

Input-Output Coupler 

Helix Radius 2.10"3m 2.10-3m 2.10"3m 

Helix Pitch 

• 

1.3 X 10~3m 1.3 x 10'3m 0.97 X 10"\i 

Number of 

Turns 
54 2? 266 

Loaded Q 10 

Signal frequency = 900 Mc/s 

Pump, frequency ~ 1800 Mc/s 

K (perveance) = 6 x 10 

V (beam voltage) = 1500 volts 
0 _3 
Beam diameter = 1.6 x 10 Jm . 
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CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

A space-charge wave parametric amplifier was studied in this second 

part of the work. This amplifier uses long interaction resonant cavities 

supporting a sinusoidal longitudinal resonant electric field. It was 

shown that these cavities can be designed to couple only to the fast 

space-charge wave. 

In the same fashion then,an electron beam modulated at the pump fre¬ 

quency creates a varying reactance across a narrow gap in a klystron cavity, 

leading to a negative conductance across this gap. It was shown that the 

same effect exists in a long interaction cavity where a negative beam¬ 

loading conductance is created by the presence of the parametrically pumped 

beam. 

In the case of a double-gap klystron cavity it was shown that if the 

electron beam is velocity modulated at the first gap, the presence of 

parametric pumping creates a negative beam-loading conductance at the 

second gap for conditions where the beam loading in absence of parametric 

pumping would be purely reactive. Then the beam-loading admittance was 

calculated for a long interaction klystron cavity, and it was shown that 

a negative beam-loading conductance may be created under certain conditions; 

this led to the design of a parametric amplifier using fast space-charge 

waves. 

It was hoped that in order to avoid interaction with higher order 

modes, parametric amplification could be obtained under conditions where 

there are no growing waves in the electron beam. However, the parametric 

effect is too small to be useful when there are only running waves present. 

For this reason it may be doubtful that the noise figure obtained with 

such an amplifier could be much better than the noise figure obtained by 

Ashkin and others in their parametric amplifiers using fast space-charge 

waves. 

o 
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APPENDIX II. A 

BANDWIDTH OF THE FAST-WAVE COUPLER. 

Since es = 1 - (vph/u0 )(1 + , the value of Ae is: 

|Ae| = 

uo “ 

For the coupler studied in the preceding paragraph, the phase velocity 

of the circuit is independent of the frequency and the ration Uq/v^ 

can be approximated by one. Then the values of and of at the 

frequency cu + Acjd are 

o + Aco 

2 2 
= --+ I Ae| =-- + 

n n 

A 

0) 0) 

cu + Acn 

--+2-3-+ 2/S Í -3 j + (Ae) . 

n cs \ o / 

The ratio 

Os 

Of 

en + Ao 

is calculated from Eq. (11.22), and 

TD
 

O
 

cn
 n + 2 n + 1 - (cd Ad) n 1 - (cd^/cd) n 

P0f 
n + 2 - 2(cd^/cd) n n + 1 sin n« cd /(D 

L <1 J 

njt 

sin — |Ae| 

2 

This equation is simplified further with the conditions 

n > 4 

o> 

n — < 1 
00 

The restriction n (oo /cd) < 1 implies that is less than 0 , 
Q. 

which is a reasonable assumption, as the coupling coefficient decreases 
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between € = 0 and € = - 2/n ; thus 

fos 
n rt ï - (o>q/œ) n 

ß0f 
2 sin T ’l - (œq/o)) »! 

A relation used in Chapter VIII will be used to calculate Ae . 

Equation (11.5^-) gives s 

cu o>2 

exp [- 0.7 (ba/u0)] 

0) 

where is the pump frequency 

b is the beam radius 

a) is the reduced plasma frequency for the pump. 
q3 

Since this calculation yields only an order of magnitude, 

replaced by 0.1 ; then 

A /0) ' Aü) 
-ä Ato=0.1 —-+ 

Acü \a) 0) 

0.7(bcn/u0)exp [- 0.7 (b/uQ) a>] 

a1 1 - exp 0.7 (b/uQ) 

ca J(ü can be 
q3' 

For a pump frequency which is about twice the signal frequency and for 

a value of (b/u.) cn comparable to the value used in the example of the 

previous paragraph, the quantity Ae becomes 

A 

Acu 

Aœ 
£0.3-. 

ü) 

The bandwidth is 

Aco sin it [l - {(ajen) rH 1 ß0s 

œ « [l - (oi /oj) n] n ß0f 
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APPENDIX II. B 

DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 

The values of u^(z) , p^(z) , p2*(z) , and u^(z) are taken 

from Eqs. (ll.5l)> (11.37) and (11.^6) and are substituted in Eq. (11.35) 

The following equation is obtained after some straightforward algebra: 

1 

k 
(1 - a3r > + 

di^z) 

dz 

+ 
«3 A-^z) 

dz2 

3 2 m 
-Iml a3 J+3-i2*(z) 

r 

k^ - + a3 (1^ - 3k3) + Sk^a^ exs [- jk3 (1 - q:3) z] + — 

dl2*(z) 

dz 

Iml 

- 2k2 + aa:3 (k3 + 2k2) + «3C 3k3 - — k3j 

1 ^ 2 tmi 4 
+ - a^^lml k.-k^a. 

3 11 3 i, 3 3 

X exp [- ^ (1 - a3) z] + j — 
m d¿l2*(z) 

2k2 dz 

M2 2 lml2 
- 1 + 33,-a, + — 

e p. 

m u 
0 L. 

IH2 
1-(1 - a )£ 

4 3 
E^z) (II.B.l) 

Equation (II.B.l) is a mixed differential equation of the variable 1^(z) 

and I2*(z) with nonconstant coefficients. This linear equation with 

nonconstant coefficients can be transformed into a linear equation with 



constant coefficients with the following change of variables: 

z) = z) exp [- (1 - 01a1) z] 

= ^(z) exp [- j]^ (1 - a^) z] 

I2*(z) = i2*(z) exp [+ jk2 (1 - a2a2) z] 

= i2*(z) exp [+ jk2 (1 - «3) z] . 

(II.B.2) 

The relation 

can be written, dividing by u 

= ^ + ^ 

0 

k3 = k2 + ^ 

(II.B.3) 

(II.B.4) 

since all the terms in the right hand side of Eq. (lI.B.l), once the 

change of variable is made, vary like 

exp [- (1 - a^) z] 

or 

exp [+ jk2 (1 - 0^) z] exp [- jk^ (l - 0^) z] = exp [- (l - 0^) z] , 

from Eq. (II.B.4). 

It is possible to divide both sides of the Eq. (lI.B.l) by 

exp [- (1 - 0^) z] 
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and an equation with constant coefficients is obtained: 

J hf 3 g Ad i^z) 
- — - 1 + OL-im; 

3 2 4 dz 

^2 2 ^ 2 2\ z) 
+ 2ag|1 + -|m| -a3|m| 

+ 

IH \ 3 g [mf 
t +;w -“37 

z) 

jm \mf |mA d2i *(z) 
+ — [ - 1 + 3ct3 - cÇ — + a3j -L I 

2k. k J dz 

m 

— “3 

2\ 2 2' 
2 M .. 3 n 

2 - a. 3 + — + a.-a 
3 

di2*(z) 

dz 

jm 

+ - ha3 
2 ^ 

6 Pr 

m u„ 

m 

- 3 - — + 3¾ I1 + — I - - ao2|m|2 + ct 3 ~ 
lmi \ ^ 

^--3 I ‘“J ■ —o 
4 / 4 3 3 

i2*(z) 

H' 

- V (1 - “3)‘ 
exp [+ jl^ (1 - a3) z] Ej^iz) 

(II.B.5) 

A similar equation could have been obtained in the same way by starting 

with the equation of motion at the idler frequency. Due to the symmetry 

of the problem, as far as idler and signal are concerned, the second 

equation will be obtained by changing the subscript 1 to 2 and taking 
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■umm 

the complex conjugate: 

J / |m|2 3 2 2yV(z> 

k2 l ^ 2 4 ■> J àz 

2 3_. 2 2 W(z) 
+ 2«3 J1 + - fm| - o¡3|Tn| + - a3 |m| 

• Jk2a3 

1 ( 3 i I2 
'--¡{'--VIM -a3- 

dz 

|mf 

2 

1\ 1 2 2f 1 
X f 3 + —2 1+ -0:3 lml 3 + 

\ a2/ J 

i2*(z) 

jm* 

2ki 
-1 + 3a3-“3'-r + a3 

2W2 3|m|2\A^) 
4 / dz£ 

m'* 

+ - «O (kp - ^) 
21^ J 

2\ 2 2 
m| \ a 2 3|m| 

2-a3[3 + v)+-r|m| -a3 T 

jm* 

2 

e p 

m u 

k2a3 

k ! 2 

-V- 
4 / 4 

di^z) 

dz 

|m| I |m| \ 3 g 2 3I111 

-3--^3 1 + vr:“3 |n| +a3 — 
i^z) 

0 

0 

lml . .2 1-(1 - a) 
I, -3 

exp [- jkg (1 - o^) z] E2*(z) . 

(II.B.6) 

These last two equations can be written in the following way: 

z) + L2i2*(z) = f(z) 

LJ-^z) + L^ig^iz) = g(z) , 

where Lg , 1^, , are linear operators of the form 

dn 

dz1 

(II.B.7) 

n = 0,1,2 
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where the a are constants. As these operators commute, the mixed 
n 

second order differential equations can be transformed into two fourth 

order equations: 

(L1L4 ’ L2L3^ VZ) = " L2g^ + 

(L1L4 ' L2L3^ V^Z^ = Llg(z) " L3f^Z^ ’ 

Carrying out the algebra Eqs. (II.B.5) an^- (lI.B.6) become 

* (II.B.8) 

1 di^z) _ (k2 - d^z) 

^2 
p —V-+ 2ja 

dz k k 
a 

1 2 
dz' 

? d 1,(¾) o di (z) k 

+ S R -½- + s + kik2a3 T V*1 

e P, 

m u. 

dz 

m 

dz 

!-(1 - O U Ej^iz) exp (1 - a^) z] 

with 

P = 

- m W E2*(z) exp [- jk2 (l - 0^) z] 

lmf 3 , ,2 2^ lm|2 

(II.B.9) 

, ,2 II2 |m| o lml 
1-0^ + - |m| cLy j-1 1 - 3ao-+ — a 

3' 

im)2 3 ,2 2\l. 1 . ,2 , .2 3 , ,2 .. 2) 
1 + a3-|m| a3 1 + - |m| - + " H «3 

2 b ' 

2 / 2 2y 
|ml [ 2 lml 3 lml 

Q — [- 1 + 3oc^ - a — + <Y — 
u s 4 \ 3 3 4 34. 

.2' 

|m| \ 2W 

2-M3 + Tr 3 T 

- a 
|m| 

3 
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m 

[1+'-7--a3M2 + 7l"lS2 

1 I IH \ 3 , |m| 
U-H -- 

xa^t3W^4o, 

X< 

31 &12 

_2 

4 l a. 

®|2\ 3 g |ni|2 

xa3(75+ 31 

|m| k2, |ml£ |mf\ 21“'2 3' 

2-M3 + TH T‘a3 T 

lml ( lml \ 3 2, ,2 3 H 3-+ 3a , 1 + — -- a M + a — 
4 31 4/43 34 

|m| \ 3 m 
11-+ - M-a3 (3 + 2 

V W - 2 3V ai 
1\ H 2 

m 

4 y 4 

H m r\ 3 
. 3 _ __ + 3aji + — I - - a^ |m| 

a2 / 4 

2.,2,-3 hr 
+ <x 

1 



and where in the right hand side the derivative dn/dzn operates on 

E1(z) exp [jl^ (1 - 0^) z] 

and on 

E2*(z) exp [- jk2 (1 - (Xj) z] . 

A similar equation for i2*(z) is obtained in the same fashion. 

It can be seen that does not depend on m or m* but 

only on mm* and that L. and are independent of the pump. 

Then, if g(z) = 0 , (that is, there is no applied external field at 

the idler frequency), the current at the signal frequency does not depend 

on the phase of the pump, as was shown by several authors. In a similar 
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fashion, if there is no external applied field at the signal frequency, 

the idler is independent of the phase of the pump. 

On the other hand, when an external field is applied, a new inde¬ 

pendent quantity is added, and the waves at the signal frequency arise 

from two different independent sources, the first being the signal which 

is externally applied to the beam, the second being the result of the 

interaction of the applied idler with the pump. These two signals com¬ 

bine to give the total current at the signal frequency, and they will be 

added in a way which depends on their relative, independent phases, the 

phase of the current created by interaction of the idler and pump depen¬ 

ding on the relative phases of the latter. 
2 

At this point, a further assumption will be made; [m| and 

will be restricted to be smaller than one: 

a < 1 . 

The terms of high order in can be neglected, and both sides of the 

equation can be divided by 1 - [m| /4 . Introducing a new normalizing 

parameter v , 

Eq. (II.B.9) then becomes 
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APPENDIX II. C 

CALCULATION OF THE AMPLITUDES OF THE SPACE-CHARGE WAVES 

The boundary conditions at the plane z = 0 are 

i^z = 0) = i^O) (II.C.1) i2*(z = 0) = i2*(0) (II.C.2) 

V1(z = 0) = V1(0) (II.C.3) V2*(z = 0) = V2*(0) (II.C.4) 

It has been seen that the modified current densities can be expressed as 

the sum of four terms: 

il(z) = X ii(n)(z) (II-C.5) 

(n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

at the signal frequency; the next two 

i2*(z) = X (II.C.6) 

(n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

at the idler frequency. 

When E^(z) and E2*(z) are zero, that is, when there is no field 

in the drift space, Eq. (II.56) becomes 
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r*tm 

This equation is linear, has constant coefficients and has no driving 

term. Its solution is of the form 

VZ) = Y, = Y eXP 
n) (n 

(II.C.8) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

(n) 
where i^' ' is a complex constant. Substituting back into the differ¬ 

ential equation yields 

(II.C.9) 

The roots of this quartic determine the w^ . 

From the mixed differential equation [Eq. (II.B.5)] it is found 

that 

i2*(z) = Y = Y i^*exp^ ^31¾) w^n^l (II.C.10) 

(n) (n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 . 

The four independent boundary equations provide the four equations neces- 
/ \ 

sary to calculate the i^ . For this purpose, independent relations 

between the i^'s , i^*'s , v^'s , and the v^*'s will be 

derived. 

Equation (II.B.5) where E]_(z) = = 0 provides the relation 

between the i^'s and the i^^'s . Using Eqs. (II.C.8) and (lI.C.10) 
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Eq. (II.B.5) yields 

j (a^)2 exp [j (a^) w^n^z] 

-[w(n)]2+211+T)w(n) +1 ‘ Í ~ irH|m|2 

X i.(n) ♦- 
/ V 2 , V Iml 

[v n ] + 2 (v - 1) v(n) - 3- 
4 

Thus the result is 

i(n)* = i A(n)i (n) 
2 m 1 

i^* = 0 

'(II.C.II) 

(II.C.12) 

with 

A ( n) 
= - 2 « [v(n)] + 2 L + - ¡m|2j w(n) + 1-^ ^ " ^)+ ï ' 

[.(")]% 2 (v - 1) 
4 

(ll.C.13) 

f n) 
A' ' is independent of the phase of the pump. Equation (lI.C.2) can 

now he written 

^ A^i^11) = mi2*(0) (II.C.14) 

(n) 

(n) 
at the input plane z = 0 . Two relations between the i'^'s have been 

found. Two others are needed; they will be derived from Eqs. (II.C.3) 

and (II.C.4) once the velocities can be expressed in function of the cur¬ 

rents. The equations of motion at the signal and idler frequencies were 
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found to be 

jOijU^z) 

du^z) 1 d 
+ u -+ - — 

u dz 2 dz 
u3(z)u2*(z) 

m 
z) 

(II.C.I5) 

and 

jc^u2*(z) + uQ 
du*(z) 1 d p 
-+ — 

dz 2 dz [ 
u3*(z)1^(2) 

m e0“2 

I2*(z) 

The quantities u^* are defined by 

.(II.C.I6) 

ui(z) = I "i'“' 
(n) (n) 

u1' #(z) = ^ u^^^exp [j (a^) vyujz] (n)„i 

^♦(z) = ^ U^*(z) = ^ u^* exp [j (a^) w^n^z] 

(n) (n) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 . 

/ \ / \ 

Since u^' ^(z) and z) vary as does 

(II.C.I7) 

exp [- (1 - 0^) z] exp 

and u 2 *(z) , I^*(z) vary as does 

exp [+ jk2 (1 - 0^) z] exp [jk^w^z] 

therefore Eqs. (II.C.I5) and (II.C.I6) yield 

(n) r (n) 1 1 
7 y + 1] + - m < [1 + v^] a3 - 1 

— m* i 
2 

u(,l)* - Ü2 1 (°) 

2 ‘a 2 I 1 
1 io (11.C.18) 

1 - a [1 - vw(n)]U[vw(n) - 1] u^)* = - -2 J± iSn\ 

m I0 a2 (II.C.I9) 
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Then the result is 

„ (n) B(n) ^¿0 (n) 
“l - B T 1 

0 

with (II.C.20) 

B (n) 
1,, 1 A(n) r ,, ■, 
s [ v>/n - 1] +-s- - 1 + a, [1 + » il 
* 2 a„ L J 

- 1 + w(n)(v - 1) + v[w(n)]2 - — 1 + a3 [2 + w(n)(l - v)i] 

-1 

and 

u(n)* = c(n) _i_0 

ml 
0 

with (II.C.21) 

,(n) 

», .1^ [1 - V«(n)]]j 

X 

, , , i 2 Imf 
1 + w^n^(v - l) + V [w^n^] - 1 + [2 + w^n\i - Vl] 

-1 

As could be predicted, the current density at the signal frequency does 

not depend on the phase of the pump when there is neither initial current 

nor initial velocity at the idler frequency. It should be noticed that 

this statement is true only for the case v ^ 1, that is, in the non¬ 

degenerate case. If the signal and idler frequencies are equal, there is 

no distinction between signal and idler any more, so that the previous 

case cannot exist. The amplitudes 
i (n) of the four waves at the sig¬ 

nal frequency can now be calculated by solving the system of four linear 
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From these equations one obtains 

I 

(II.D.4) 

(II.D.5) 

If Eq. (II.B.5) is differentiated, the value of d'Xz = 0)/dzJ is 

found to be 

a2V°> h xfi 
dz ± 2 L 

à\*(0) 

dz? 

m* »VS 
J T 7 

d3i (0) 

dz' 

2 i0aYF 

2L 
(1 - 3¾) • (ii.d.6) 

One divided by the denominator of Eq. (lI.D.l), subjected to the change 

of variable 

s'”) = (II.D.7) 

can be written 

M 
(n) 

(aA)3 s - s'”) 
(II.D.8) 

with 

M 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

(n) -TT 1 
(,)7^ 

(m) ^ (n) 

, -. (n] (mj 
(m) sv - sx 7 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

(m) = 1,2,3,4 . 
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Equation (lI.D.l) then becomes 

li(s) ■ I 

M (n) d2i1(0) d3i1(0) 

(n) s " s'**/ I dz*" dz 

Y1 1 

I(^)3 B,B(P) 
(n) (a3V s 3 

^ + 2jk1a3 
d2i1(0) 

T" 
dz 

(II.D.9) 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 . 

The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (il.D.9) must be taken. It is well 

known that the inverse transform of a product is given by a convolution 

integral, thus 

£ -i ¿[f(z)1 y 

(n) (“jV 8 ' 8 (n) 

M 
(n) 

X J f(z - x) exp [j (a.^w^x] dx . 

(II.D 10) 

If the algebra is carried through, the current density at the signal fre¬ 

quency is found to be 

L^z) = L^z) exp [- Jkj^ (1 - 0^) z] 

’^+ exp j^j [a^w^11^ - (1 - a^)] zj 

Wf'fo y 
] 2L K A 

= + J 

“l (n) 

Gv 

+< 
- exp (+ j^yz) 

(n)- 
+ Gv ; exp [j [Q^kjA^ - (1 - a^)] z] 

.- exp (- jk^yz) 

+ exp [j^ - 1 + a^) z] 

(n) = 1,2,3,4 

(n.D.n) 
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with 

iw u. 

y = 

where v , is the phase velocity of the circuit and where 
ph 

,(n)+ = . . 
M 
(n) 

a. 

G(n)- = - j 

M 

a. 

(n) 

[- (1/2)(1 + y)2 + a3 (1 + y) c - 0=3^] 

a3w(n) - (1 - a3 + y) 

[- (1/2)(1 - y)2 4 a3 (1 - y) c - 

- (1 - a3 - y) 

111 1 /l 1 3 
b = _ + _ + 

? 2 2 l 2 2 2 
2 v 2v 2a2 v 4 \ v 2a2 v 2v 

1 |m| 
c =1 + -+ — 

V 

(n) 
H = + .1 

M (n) r 

a ‘3 
3 L 

2v, 
a^w^n^ + 1 - a„-2 

3 , 

(term due to the boundary conditions) 

Then finally, the result is 

aVs1 lr 
I^z) = J 

2L 

— ^ exp j j [a^w^) - ^ (1 - a3)] z 

^ ( n) l 

- G^n^+ exp (+ jyl^z) - G^n^' exp (- jy^z) 

where 

K(n).G(n)++G(n)-+H(n). 

(II.D.I2) 

(II.D.I3) 
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Organization 

Electronics Research Laboratory 

Illinois Institute of Technology 

3301 S. Dearborn Street 
Chicago l6, Illinois 

Attention: Dr. George I. Cohn 

New York University 

College of Engineering 

346 Broadway 

New York, New York 

Attention: Mr. L. S. Schwartz, Research Division 
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Lawrence, Kansas 

Attention: Dr. H. Unz 
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Attention: Dr. E. P. Gross 

California Institute of Technology 

1201 East California Street 
Pasadena, California 

Attention: Professor R. W. Gould 
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Radiation Laboratory 

Livermore, California 

Attention: N. Christofilos 

University of California 

Radiation Laboratory 
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Attention: S. A. Colgate 
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Radiation Laboratory 
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Attention: R. F. Post 
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University of Florida 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
Gainesville, Florida 
Attention: Professor W. E. Lear 

University of Illinois 
Control Systems Laboratories 
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University of Illinois 
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Abilene, Texas 
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Box 8036 
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University of Utah 
Electrical Engineering Department 

Salt Lake City, Utah 
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Yale University 
Sloane Physics Laboratory 

New Haven, Connecticut 

University of Puerto Rico 
College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts 

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 
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The Royal Institute of Technology 
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Attention: Dr. B. Agdur 
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